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The present "stud¥ of ·the interpretation of Romana ·8:19-22" was 
prompted ·by the following reasons. First, the passage is somewhat of 
a puzzle to the unprepared reader of the epistle to the Romans. Second, 
the passage has been quoted to enmu:ice the struggle for a better world. 
The question arises whether such a use of the passage is legitimate. 
Third, the passage has become in Lutheran theological tradition the 
centre of the controversy on the "destniction or reneval" of the present 
world. The need arises to verity whether the passage actually teaches 
the- renovation of the world and whether it stand·s in necessary contra-
diction to· the idea ot a radical destruction of the world. 
In order to find an ansver to these problems, the writer chose to 
study Paul Althaus, Martin Luther and Johann Gerhard. The selection of 
Althaus vas determined by the following reasons: (a) He vas a theologian 
concerned with the problem of eschatology; (b) he made a special etto~ 
to understand and u·se Romans 8:19-22 in his dogmatical works; and (c) 
he traced the history of the interpretation and use of the passage in 
the theological tradition of the Lutheran church. He attempted to 
,demonstrate that from Luther to Gerhard a complete chan6e occurred in 
the interpretation and use of RonBns 8:19-22. In view of the importance 
of Luther and Gerhard for Lutheran theolo3Y, the need arose ot checking 
the accuracy of Althaus I h¥Pothesia. Consequently, Luther and Gerhard 
were chosen as the other tvo theologians to be studied. 
2 
Beyond the illlnediate purpose ot checking the Vievs ot Althaus on 
Romana 8:19-22, the attempt vaa made to disco~r the presuppoGitions 
which underlie the dittering interpretation~ of the passage. The specific 
question asked vas: What makes a theologian emphasize or disregard the 
passage in his theology a~d teaching? 
The procedure in answering the formulated questions is as tollova. 
The vr1 ter first presents and evaluate a the views ot Althaus, Gerhard 
and Luther. In a concluding chapter he BW11D&rizea the findings and 
attempts to show that the hope ot a new world has a strong theological 
basis in Romans 8:19-22. Furthermore, that a correct theology ot 
creation is ot vital importance tor the proper understanding ot the 
passage. 
The •Jor sources used are Die Letzten Din13e bf Althaus, references 
to Romana 8:19-22 in the Wei•r edition ot the -works ot Luther, and 
. . 
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locus twenty-nine ot Gerhard's Loci Theologici. 
lPaul Althaus Die Letzten Di e· Lehrbuch der Eschatolo ie (5th 
revised edition; Gfttersloh: C. Bertelsmann, l 9. Johann Gerhard, 
"De Consummatione Seculi," Loci Theolog1ci . (Lipsiae: J.C. Hinrichs, 




The major reference by' Paul Althaus to Romana 8:19-22 appears in 
his discussion ot the theological basis for the hope ot a nevvorld.1 
Althaus is convinced ot the essential corporeity and mundaneness 
ot hwnan existence (die wesenha:rte Leiblichkeit und Weltl1c'hke1t 
u.nseres Daseins). He conceives human existence as essentially conditioned 
by- and related to the vorld.2 He concedes, it is true, that in the 
encounter wi:~h Goel man transcends the world. Man knows more than the 
world and recei vea the content ot lite from a source other than the world. 
But Althaus adds that even in the noet1c and ontological transcendence. 
produced by- the encounter with God, man is still related to the world. 
Man knows God only through the mirror ot the cre~ture. Althaus knows • 
that in eternal life man will see God face to face. Consequently lfe 
lPaul Althaus,. Die Letzten Dinge; Lehrbuch der Eschatolo~ie (5th _ 
revised edition; GUtersloh.: C. Bertelsmann, 1949), pp. 340-365. Cf'. · 
Althaus, Die Christliche Wahrh•rheit; Lehrbuch der Domno,tik (2nd revised 
edition; GUtersloh: c. Bertelsmann, 1949), II, 493-506. 
2Althaus, Die LetoZten DiMe, p. 342: "Wir koennen, wenn wir unsere 
Existenz bedenken, keinen Augenbliclt von der Welt absehen. Ihre 
Wirklichkeit ala Hatur und Geschichte traegt und naehrt unser Dasein, nicht 
nur das leibliche, sondem auch das seelische und geistlige Leben. Sie 
gibt unserem Leben Inhalte, sie fuellt unsere Gedanken, 1st Grund \Ulserer 
Freude und unseres Leidens; sie stellt uns wesentliche Autgaben unseres 
Daseins:. zu erkennen und zu gestalten. Wir haben unsere Existenz nur 
in dieaer Bedingtheit durch und staendigen Bezoe;enheit aut die Welt." 
raise·s the question: Will the presence ot the world still be necessary 
for man? It might be that the world is nothing but a scattold tor 
constructing a spiritual temple of God. If' this is the case, the world 
becomes entirely dispensable as soon as the kingdom of God reaches 
completion• In answering the question raised, Althaus attempts to 
demonstrate that the world must not be conceived exclusively as a means 
subservient to the development of' God's kingdom. 
The beauty of nature and man's capacity for enjoying it derive 
f'rom a specific dimension of' the Creator's reality. God is truth and 
love. But he is also beauty. God creates human, liVing hearts. But 
he produces also form. and shape, sensible beauty and corporeity. The 
gloey of God shines in the liVing temple of the adoring community. But 
it is present also in the cosmos of nature.- The beauty of nature is an 
expression of God I a beauty. Consequently the world of forms has a 
meaning independent o:tthe lite and struggle ot man.3 
The variety and the plenty of nature show that the world exists 
tirst of all for the sake of God himself'. Before serving and delighting 
man, nature is an embodiment of God's glory', a reflection of bis 
intinite power and an expression ot his inexhaustible rich_ness of ideas 
and forms. Even before man comes into consideration, God enjoys the 
existence of nature. In tact, the enjoyment of' nature by God is the 
condition.of possibility for man's enjoyment of the beauty, variety and 
3:rbid .• , p. 344: "Die Schoenheit laesst sich schlechterdinga 
nicht iiaM:l.ttel tuer daa Gute und tuer die ·wahrheit verstehen •••• 
Die Welt der Gestalten hat selbstaendigen Sinn, sie ist--wenn vir die 
Begritte venrenden vollen--nicht Mittel, sondem selber Zweck." 
.. 
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plenty ot the vorld. And thus 
one must conclude that the world ha.s the 
meaning and purpose ot showing that God's eternity includes also -
corporeity and beauty, sensible vnriety and plenty. In short, the 
eternity ot God contains a vorld. 
In a similar way, the vorld ot historr has a meaning independent 
ot the lite and struggle of God.'a people. Cultural activity, it 1s true, 
produces the presuppositions ot the lite with God. Extemally it makes 
ordered lite possible. Intemal.ly it demands f'or man sacrifice, selt-
discipline, respect tor reality---qualities that are ot help tor the .. . 
developnent ot God's kingdom. Human culture produc.es also the pre-
suppositions and ''material" tor man's decision against or in f'avor ot 
the kingdom.4 But the c~tent and meaning ot history- are not exhausted 
by man's self-realization and spiritual. decisians. Besides serving man, 
cultural products have an objective meaning. They are embodiment and 
"materialization" ot the apirit.5 In short, the cultural content of' 
4ibid., p. 172: "Der Wille Gottea an una f'ordert immerdar die 
Ertuel'iuiii der Stunde mit bestimmtem Dienate. Die Stunde aber hat eine 
Doppelbeziehung: sie 1st ala die vergehende unmittelbar zur Ewigkeit 
und sie gehoert zugleich, gedingt und bedingend, in den Zusammenhang ge-
schichtlichen Werdena hinein." P. 172: "Jeder Akt bedeutet ein Ja oder 
Nein in unserem Gottesverhaeltnis, Erfuellung oder Verletzung des ersten 
Gebotes, d. h. er hat den Charakter einer ~tscheidung von ueber-
geschichtlichem Sinne, und jeder Akt is zugleich Begruendung eines 
geschichtlichen Werdens." Life in history- is life ot decision and 
consequent]¥ life under the judgment of God. . . . 
5Ib1d., p. 348: "Die Geachichte hat oftenbar nicht nur den Sinn, 
dass Geister tuer Gott werden, aondem auch den, dasa Geist werde, aich 
vervirkliche, Gestalt gewinne." 
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history cannot be reduced to the personal dimension. T'ne world o't 
history- is more than merely means 'tor a personal kingdom ot God. The 
world of historr is a sign and promise of a nev world. In this nev 
~rld the domination of matter by the spirit Will be total and perfect. 6 
Summarizing, one can say that Althaus has attempted to demonstrate 
tvo assertions: (a) Human e~stence implies corporeity and theref'ore 
a world; (b) nature and history cannot be conceived as simple n.eans :for 
the developnent of' God's kingdom. Fran these tvo assertions Althaus 
derives two conclusions: (a) After the destruction of the present 
world there must appear a nev world; (b) the new worl~ will result 
tram the renovation and completion (Vollendtmg) of .'.!:!!!!,--present world. 
Althaus further grounds the second conclusion on the intimate connection 
between the destiny- (Schicksal) of the world and the desti~ of man. 
He finds the connection expressed by Paul in Romans 8:19-22. 
The shape of the present world, the essence of history-, is the 
struggle of conflicting pretensions and positions, the "not yet here" 
of the ultimate decision (das· Inaner-noch-•uastehen der EntscheidW1g), 
and, consequently, the controverted character of every historical 
reality. The tyranny- of _death marked nature and history.7 Living 
6Ibid., pp. 347-348~ Althaus is speaking of the gnoseological, 
technological and artistical stniggle of man. It never reaches com!)letion 
in the present• life. In the new world matter will subdue to the spirit. 
7Ibid., p. 42: 11D1e Gestalt dieser Welt, das Wesen unserer Gescbichte 
1st derKampf widerstreitender Ansprueche und Setzungen, also das Immer-
noch-aussteben der Entscheidung, demit die Fras;lichkeit und Umstrittenheit 
jeder geschichtlichen Wirklichkeit. Die Gestalt dieser Wlet in Natur 
und Geschichte 1st der sie durchberrschende Tod, der alle ihre Erscheinun- · 
gen zeichnet: alles Lebendige in ihr verdraengt einander, jede noch so 
grosse Stunde stirbt unter dem Todesgesetz unserer Zeitlichkeit in das 
Vergangensein.hin." 
1 
beings repress each other. G .. 
~a" moments of' life "die" inexorably 
u.,der the law of' lnman temporality-. 8 Both man and the vorld suffer 
from their "exposedness" (Preisqabe) to the transience, ambiguity- and · 
nothingness of being. They- also have in comon the revolt and struggle 
against death. 
The specif':l.c insight.of Paul, accordins to Althaus, is that the 
destiny of the vorld--its shape of' death (Todesceste.lt) derives from 
ma.n's destiny and is conditioned by- man's history With God. The world 
is subjected to nothingness because it is the vorld of' man, the "place" 
of man's decision in f'avor of' good or evil, faith or unfaith, God or 
Satan. The siclmesa of' the creat~ is the sickness of man. The "not 
y-et" ( das Noch-nicht) that makes the creature sigh derives from the 
"not y-et" that characterizes human existence. At the same time, 
however, man's hope is the hope also ot the creature. Solidarity- in 
promise and hope corresponds to solidarity in distress and ambiguity-. 
As soon as the disruption (Zwiest>Blt) and struggle of man ends, the 
death-s·hape of the world disappears. Man's resurrection and redemption 
to "glor;y" represent freedom tor the world, solution of its enigmatic 
character, and transformation of its brokenness, (Gebrochenheit) into 
wholeness (Ganzheit). Hence, "the yeaming expectation of the creature· 
Sibid., p •• 172: "'Geschichte' hat ihre Voraussetzung einmal. 
an der?l1chtumkehrbarkeit der Zeit, d. h. an dem unwi.derrufl.ichen 
Stranden jeder Stunde an die Ewigkei t, sodann .aber an dem Zusa."J'llllenhange 
von Vergangenheit und Gegenwart zvischen jedem und allen." 
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waits tor the revelation of the children of God. 119 
The conclusion drawn by Althaus from the above consideration reads; 
"God .doea not create another cosmos out of nothing but makes the present 
one tree at the day ot the Ptesurrection. 1110 . 
One can see quite clearly that Althaus ~stablished the connection 
between the clestiny- of the vorld and the destiny of an with the purpose 
of demonstrating that the new vorld will consist in the rebirth and 
renewal. of the present vorld. ll 
Romana 8:19-22 in Tradition 
According to Althaus, the primitive church preserved the· insights 
of Paul. From the first centuries to the Middle Agea the doctors ot the 
church consistently' taught that the vorld v1ll be not total.l.y' destroy-eel 
9n,1d., p. 350: ''Unsere Auferatehung, unsere Erloeaung zur 
"Herrl::lchkeit II vird auch aie frei machen, auch ihre Raetsel loesen, auch 
sie aus der Gebrochenheit in die Ganzheit bringen. De.her 'wartet daa 
sehnsuechtige Harren der Kreatur auf die 0ttenbarung der Soehne Gottes'"• 
In Die Christliche Wahrheit, II, 504, Althaus includes mankind in the 
action of ;Longing: 11Das Reich Gottes 1st nicht eine Ueberwelt ueber 
der irdischen Geschichte, sonclem 1hr Ziel. Die Geschichte kann das 
Reich nicht aus sich gebaeren, aber sie liegt in Wehen auf das Dommen 
des Reiches hin (Roem. 8,22), die gauze Kreatur und Menschheit, ohne 
es zu wissen; die Gel!M!inde Christi bewusst." Adolf Schlatter insisted 
that ktisis must include Mnkind. Ct. Gottes Gerechtigkeit~ Ein Ko:n-
mentar zum Roemberbrief (Stuttgart: Cal.wer Vereinsbuchhandlung, 1935), 
p. 270 and Erlaeuterun en zum Neuen Testament (2nd edition; Stuttgart: 
Calver Ve.reinsbuchhandlung, 1921, II, ll7-118 • . 
lOAlthaus, ·Die Letzten Dinge, p. 350: "Gott schaffl nicht einen 
anderen Kosmoa aus dem Nichts, aondern macht diesen Jetzigen trei am 
Tage der Auferstehung." 
11Ibid •. , · p. 31t.9: "M:Lt allem Vorigen 1st schon gesagt, class die 
~u erva.rtende neue Welt die Vollendung dieser unaerer Welt bedeutet. 
Die neue Welt is die emeuerte·, viedergeborene Welt." 
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but changed into a .glorious form. They emphasize Pso.lm l02:26 and 
l Corinthians 7:31; based on these p&BBB(;es they ma.into.in that the 
world will disappear in its "form" or "shape," but not in it:. "no.ture" 
or "matter" or "substance. ~ They- underline the analoSY' between the 
end of the world and man's end. The world, they- SB¥, Will ·experience 
a resurrection akin to that of man. Basing their conclusion on Romana 
8:19-22) the tea.chers of the church stress that the final redemption 
of man has an infiuence on the creature that balances the damage caused 
J 
by the Fall. "Transformation, not destruction is the unanimoua. teaching 
from Irenaeus through Augustine and. Gregor., the Great, through Thou'.as 
and the whole of medieval theoloSY", to present-dB¥ Catholic do,:pnatics. 1112 
. 
Luther, according to Althaus, breaks off the tradition. He retusea 
to apply- the ~stotelian categories of essence and form to the world's 
end. However, he· does preserve the analoay between the transformation 
of the body and the transfonnation of the worid. Death and resurrection 
chanae the ver,y essence of the human body. In a similar vay- the final 
transfonnation strikes the world I s ver,y essence. The end of the world 
is first of all destruction. lfothing can pass through fire undestroyed. 
Against ever., attempt to water down the transformation with philosophical 
categories, Luther affirms the radical character of man's death and the 
world's end. At the same time he af'f'irms that God recreates both man 
and the world to the. original identity of their being (zur Selbigkeit 
ihres Seins). The identity of the future with the present world does 
not rest on metaphysical continuity of substance. It rests exclusively-
12Ibid., P• 350. 
10 
on the miracle ot God's creative Will and power. Continuity between 
the present and the future world can be postulated •only in a theoloGical, 
not in a metaphysical ~ense.13 
Despite his rejectins the traditionnl. understandina _ot world tro.ns-
formation, Luther is at one Vith tradition in hoping tor the renovation 
ot the -world. Such hope, says A1thaus, becomes very lively in Luther, 
a consequence ot his. feeling of intimacy vi th the creatures. The 
biblical basis tor the renovation is found in Isaiah 65:17, 2 Peter 
3:10 and especiol.ly in Romana 8:19-22. Man and creature sutter together 
under the curse ot sin. They Will together experience redemption and 
attain glory. The sun, the heavens, and all the creatures will be 
renovated. Eternal life is not wrldless. It includes the relationship 
with and the joy in the creatures.14 
The Lutheran theologians of the sixteenth century, according to 
Althaus, preserve the hope of the wr~d's renovation. They even 
recover the distinction of matter and form in the de·scription of the end. 
The canmon understanding. is that the wrld will be transformed and not 
destroyed in a total and definitive fashion. 
In the seventeenth century, however, Lutheran theologians bring 
about a signi~cant breach with tradition. They conceive the world' a 
end in radical terms, as did Luther, but they do not proceed With him 
to the affirma't.ion ot a renewal. They neglect the correspondence between 
13 Ibid., P• 352. -
• 14Althaus, ibid., pp. 352-353, has the following references to 
Luther: WA 41, 30f:'3ll; 45, 205-250; 49, 503-510; 40 III, 531; 36, 
660; 45, 356. Most of them.will appear in the next chapter of this 
paper. 
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the hope of' a new life and the hope of a new world. They invert the 
traditional. formula, "not destruction but renovation." It now reads_: 
"N ot renovation but destruction." They Justify their position by 
making clear that o~ man and the angels have been created in the 
image of God and are destined ~o. incorruptibility. The other creatures 
are not destined to incorruptible lite. Consequently, these theologians 
conceive the ~estruction ot the subhuman world as toto.l and definitive. 
The passqe ot the epistle to the Romans which furnished Luther the 
basis tor the hope ot renovation receives an artifical reinterpretation. 
The world, it is said, exists to keep man alive ·and to lead him to the 
knowledge ot God. Once man recei~s a glorious body and knows God_ 
tace to face, the cosmos becpmes dispensable. It is true, says Althaus, 
that these theologies still mention new heavens and a nev earth, but 
now "new heavens" designates o~ the ,.-pl.ace" ot the blessed, and "nev 
earth" is just another name tor the spiritual kingdom of heaven. 
Eternal life is conceived as vorldless. Goel is all in everyone. Man 
does not need the creatures, not even for enjoyment. 
Althaus maintains that the decisive reason for surrendering the 
15 hope of' a new world was the influence of' medieval mysticism. It is 
· 15Ibid., pp. 356-357. In order to demonstrate that JI\YSticism 
dispenses V,Lth the world, Althaus gives the following quotation from 
the book 3, chap. 2, 1 of Amdt' s Sechs Buecher vom .-ahren Christentum: 
"Gott allein lassen seine hoechste Begierde, Wunsch und Verlangen, 
Lust und Freude sein, alle Kreaturen ausgeschlossen, nichta vuenschen, 
nichts begehren denn Gott allein, das das hoechste, evige, unendliche, 
vollkommene Gut., das alles Gut 1st., ohne welches kein vahres Gut sein 
kann im Himmel und Erilen., in Zeit und Ewigkeit." 
'. 
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not by chance_, says he, that Johann Gerhard was the first to perpetrate 
the chanae. Hia MeditationeR So.crne rcvenJ. the deep imprint ot Bernard, 
Anselm and Arndt. The inf'luence of' 11\Y'Sticism on Gerhard comes throug.'1 
also in his interpretation of' 1 Corinthians ·15:28, which is radically 
dif'f'erent f'rom Luther's. 
The Ref'o~r believed-that in eternal lite man will receive 
directly :f'ran ~ the satisfaction of' all needs. Consequently man can 
· dispense with the creature as • means of eXistence. But Luther also 
believed that man will have joy in the creatures and will praise God 
for creation's beauty. In tact, Luther believed that God himself' has 
joy and delight in the works of his hands. Consequently, for Luther 
there is room for a world of creatures in etemal life. 
Gerhard, quite to 1;he contrary, conceives eternal life as the 
vision ot God, with exclusion of the creatures. God is the supreme 
good, and man I s bliss is the contemplation of God alone. There is 
no room for joy and praise mediated through the creatures. There is 
. 16 
no place f'or a world in eternal lif'e. 
According to Althaus, Lutheran theologians of the seventeenth 
century also reinterpret the affirmation that the earth is man's place 
of' pilgrimage. In the preceding century Lutheran theologians had 
. 
considered the earth a place foreign to man (Fremde) inasmuch as the 
earth is spoiled by sin and death. But at the same time they understood 
16.rhe references of' Althaus to Johann Gerhard are limited to 
Vol. IX of' the Loci Theologici (Leipzig: J. c. H:l.nrich, 1875) and 
include pp. 157b., 162b, 163, 319b, 380. 'Althaus, Die Letzten Dinge, 
PP• 353-358. 
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that, inasmuch as it is a creature o,. God, the 
~ earth is indeed man's 
home ( Heim."l.t) • Under the influence ot ~sticism, seventeenth centuey 
Lutherans consider the earth foreign to ·man simply becau,se it is not 
heaven, a creature and not the Creator. Althaus, therefore, concludes: 
"the surrender of the world in [LutheranJ eschatol06Y' goes back to the 
penetration ot ~stici~m into Lutheran theology. 1117 
Althaus observes turthemore that the surrender ot the hope of' a 
new world in Lutheran escho.toloSY is in direct opposition to its 
"realistic" f'aith in the resurrection of' the body'. Lutheran 'theologians 
f'ailed to see the intimate connection between the corporeal and the 
cosmic character of' human existence,; otherwise they vould have perceived . •. 
the connection between the hope ot a new lite (LebendiRkeit) and the 
hope of' a new world. Fortunately theol<>i:ians of' the nineteenth centurJ 
rediscovered the connection. The f'aith in the renovation ot the present 
world reappears with l'hilippi, Frank, IO..ietoth, August Althaus and 
others.1~ 
A Theological Task 
From the preceding discussion Paul Althaus derives the necessity 
of reaffiming the traditional teachins ot the church on the new world, 
as preserved bY' Luther and Lutheran theoloaians of the sixteenth century'. 
Theolo,:;ical ~sticism has deeply conditioned the representations and 
the language of Christian people. Therefore the "return" must permeate 
17Ibid., P• 358. 
l8n,1d., P• 359. 
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the whole teachins of the church and affect the very piety of the 
Christiana. The worldleaa hope of "heaven" must Si ve plo.ce to the 
biblical expectation of a new "world." 
'l'he f'irst step for the "reconstruction" io the theolo5ical clari-
fico.tion of the concepts "h~aven" and "transcendence" (Jenseitigkcit). 
Th pt "he II • e conce aven appears in a double theoloe;ical meaning, 
according to Althaus. First it designates the "place" of God; secondly, 
the "place" of the eternal life of the blessed ~aints and anaels. In 
both cases, heaven is transcendent to the earth. With the inc.arnation 
of Christ, the "heavenly man" appears on earth. He brings the "there" 
down "here." Such ·a new :order of things is hidden and will be diaclo~ed 
only at the Parousia.19 Then the "there" Vill. def'initively become a 
"here." The duplicity, separation and opposition of heaven and earth 
ends. The transcende~e ot heaven with reg_ard to the earth disappears. 
Heaven is present in the renewed world. 
'l'he transcendent·character of heaven, SIJ¥B Althaus, must also 
receive clear definition. 'l'he kinsdom of God represents the suspension 
19roid., p. 360: "In Chri:stus war der 'himml.ische' Mensch aut 
Erden, Seither sind die Seinen mit ihm im 'Hinunel'. ·• • • Wie in ii'ml 
das Dort Hier wurde, aber in der Verboraenheit der Knechtgestalt, so 
wird seine Parusie endgueltig das Dort zum Hier machen." Cf'. p. 248: 
"Man kann von der Erloesung der Welt im Reiche Gottes beides sagen: 
sie 1st da, und: sie 1st noch nicht da. Sie 1st da, veil Christus 
da 1st -und eind Gemeinde schaftt, die im Glauben ·und in der Liebe 
schon jenseits der Todesgesetze des geschichtlicllen Lebens stehen dart. 
• • • Und die Erloesung 1st nocht nicht da, veil der Dienst der 
Gemeinde im..er durch Suende gehennt und durch die fortwaltenden 
Todese;esetze ••• ·begrenzt vi.rd. • • • So bleibt die Spannung 
zwischen dem ·•schon • und dem 'noch nicht I der Erloesung. Sie 1st die 
eipntlich eschatologische Spannung." 
15 
(tmfhebuna) ot the world •·s "laws"--de .. 'th and Gin. E · _ ... ftorta of' man cunnot 
brine ab~ut the ~ingdom ot God, because it is beyond the possibilities 
ot nature and history. · But the aff'irmation of tho kil16dom • 8 suprQhuman 
and supramunda.ne cha.meter need not imply' the loss or denial ot a n~.-1 
world. To define the kingdan of God as transcendent is merely to con-
ceive it as opposed to the present shape ot the world, which is condi-
tioned by death and sin. It does not imply that the kin3dom is in 
opposition to the world "as such," to the world as creature ot God. 
The ki113dom is indeed transcendent, but one must not forget that the 
kingdom enters the immanence of' history (unser Diesseits). The new 
!!.2!l, accord.ins to the Nev Testament, !)enetrates and transtonns the old. 
In short, Althaus does not object to the use of' the term "heaven" 
to designate the new world, as long as the use of the term does not 
imply' the surrender of the world as world, _-J;hat is, aa creature of 
God. Proper use of' the term implies and af'f'irms only_ that the new 
reality is transcendent to the shape of thia world, conditioned by 
death and sin.20 
The Future and the Present World: Relationship· 
Af'ter the critical consideration above, Althaus describes in a . . 
positive way- the relationshi·p between the future and the present world. 
In a preceding"chapter he had established that man's future corporeity 
(Leiblichkeit und Lebendigkeit) will be at the same time identical with 
' 20roid., P• 361 .• -
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and different fran the present corporeitv.21 
r1 Nov he applies the smr.e 
categories of "identity" (Selbit;keit} and "difference" (Andersheit) to 
the relationship between the future and the present ,,orld. He starts 
out "1th the difference. 
Between the present and the future 'WOrld there is the end, a 
22 
breach comparable to death. The new world is eternal. 'It "111 not 
21.Ibid •. , PP• 130-131: "Wir verden ••• die beiden Zueae im Gedanlcen 
der Auf'erweckung zu betonen haben: Abbruch einerseits., Zusommenbanc 
andrerseits; Neuschoeptung 'UDd Bewah-runc. Beides kommt bei Paulus stark 
zum Ausdruck. Einerseits sagt der A!)Ostel: "Gott "1rd unsere sterblichen 
Leiber erwecken" (Roem. 8.,U)., Christus 11"1rd verwandeln den Leib unserer 
Erniedrigung zur Gleichgestaltuns mit. dem Leib seiner Herrlichkeit" 
(Phil. 3,21)--also diese Leiblichkeit 1st Gecenstand der Verwandlung, der 
Verhen:Lichung durch Christus. ·Darin 1st Selbigkeit., Seinszusamrnenbang 
ausgesagt. Andrerseits ka."ln Paulus den Auferstehungsleib als schon i:il. 
Himmel fuer uns vorhanden Msehen (2. Kor. 5,1); das ist staerkster 
Ausdruck der Andersheit der neuen Leiblichkeit: sie 1st of'f'enbar ausser 
Zusan:menh:ang mit der jetzigen. Das· 'Bild des Samenkorns (1. Kor. 15,35f'f'.) 
betont beide Seiten der Sachen., den Zusammenhang., aber staerker die 
voellige Andersheit der neuen Leiblichkeit. · Cf'. Die Christliche Wahrheit., 
II., 479: ''Es 1st nicht moeglich zu s&3en: dieses und das an u.-1s wird 
vergehen., dieses und das wird erhalten., wiederhergestellt. Sondern: 
alles an uns muss venresen und auf'hoeren--und "1r wrden doch in unserem 
Personsein ga.nz bewo.hrt.- Das 1st daii grosse M;y-sterium wirklichen Tades 
und wirklicher Erwecklmg und Erneueruna." 
-22Althaus leaves no doubt, there must be an end to the present world. 
Altha.us., Die Letztcn Dinge, pp. 42-4-3: "In dieser Welt 1st Gottes 
Gegenwart notwendia und unauf'hebbar Enta.eusserung seiner Majesta.et., 
Eintritt in die Unsichtbarkeit und Fraglichkeit und Verharren in ihr •••• 
Diese Kenosis Gottes, diese Verborgenheit seines Heiles, seines Reiches 
auf'heben, heisst: die Gestalt dieser Welt zerbrechen, die ursuendige 
Bestimrntheit unseres Seins aufheben. Das aber aind keine menschliche 
Moeglichkeiten." er. Die Christliche Wnhrheit, II, 496: "das letztere 
Wissen (um eine. komrnende neue Weltl 1st eigentlich das fruehere und . 
crundlegende: veil die neue Welt, in Christi Auferveckung und seinen 
Erscheinungen sich schon bezeugend, kormnen wird, muss die jetzige zu Ende 
gehen • ." Ibid., p. 498: "Die Geschichte, in der Jesus gekreuzigt wurde 
und in derer der Verkannte und Gekreuzigte bleibt, muss enden und einer 
Welt Platz machen, in welcher- die Herrlichkeit des Auterstandenen 
erscheint und seine Liebe alles Lebens Gesetz vi.rd." 
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be ·subject to the lawo or our spnce and time. 
. 'l'he new world is glorious. 
It ·will not be subject to "nothingness" (Romans 8.:20), instability 
(Un~esichertheit) and trasility ot being. The new world is a nev 
cre~ture. It will not be exposed to the necessity of dying and killing. 
The new world is characterized bf the paradisiac peace ot the creatures 
with each other (Isaiah ll). 
In view of all these attributes_, the new world is as unthinkable 
as the new life (Lebendie;keit) beyond death. For the same reason, it 
is imposs~ble to project 1,~ pres.ant nature into the future world, It 
is also impossible to extend the present culture into that world. 
Martj.age, justice, state and econcav are orders given :tor a world of 
coilfiict and death. They must disappear with the world's end.23 The 
achievements of political and cultural activity are immanent (diesseitig), 
transitory and exposed to death ( dem Tode geweiht). Consequently', the 
new world cannot be described as a "glor11"ied outcome" (verklaertes 
Ergebnis) of the earthly cultural process. The new world comes into 
being by the creative act of God. In correspondence to Paul's statement 
on the new body, Scripture lmows of the city of God as being ready already' 
24 
now, in heaven. 
Regardless of all breach and difference, there still is identity 
and connection between the two worlds, tor the simple reason that ,lli!, 
23Pa,u1 Althaus, Die Letzten Dinqe, p. 362. 
24n,1d·.: "Die Bibel weiss die kcmmende Stad't, Gottes, ganz 
dementsprechend, was Paulus 2. Kor. 5,1 von dem Auterstehungs-Leibe 
sagt [sunra, n. 21J, 1m Himmel schon vorhanden (Apok. 3,12; 21,2)." 
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world is renewed. 
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Goc:J. ' s act of re-crea ... ion ( 
... d'ls l1euschaf'f'en totte3 ) 
is at the same time an act of preservation (ein Be\w-ahren). 'l'he "hov" 
of the preservation and the "haw" of the relatedness of' ma.n's historical 
achievements to the new world is a m,ystery as great as the connection 
betw,een our coming and our present corporeity-. 
Notwithstanding the mystery, Althllus still believes that one can 
affirm the· .connection and preservation. Present nature is a sip and 
promise (verheissendes Gleichnis) 9f the eternal creation; that is, of 
the radiance of God's glory in the new world. 26 The eternal glory of' 
God includes sensibility- (Sinnlichkeit) and .corporality- (Leibhaf'tigkeit). 
The beauty of the present world is a promiae and foretaste of the new 
world •·s beauty. 'l'he spiritual tasks and achievement.a of man at present 
are promising signs of the eternal tasks to be performed in the etemal 
world. .Man's mission of knowing and shaping (gestalten). the world never 
reaches completion in history-. 'l'he promise implied in the present 
mission and struggle will find its· :f'Ul.fillment in the new world. Man 
will have before him. a world completely- open to the penet~ation ·of the 
spirit and totally shaped by God's spirit of eternal love • . 'l'he dynamic 
25Paul Althaus, Die Christliche Wahrheit, II, 505: "Das ewige 
Reich steht also nicht nur in negativer, sondern auch in positiver 
Beziehung zur Geschichte. Es bricht die Geschichte ab und 1st jenseits • 
ihrer, aber es setzt sie auch voraus und bringt sie zum Ziele." · 
26i>au1 Al~haus, Die Letzten Dinge, p. 363. Cf'. Werner Elert, 
MorT1hologie des Luthertums {Milnchen: C .• H. Beck'sche Verl.agsbuchhandlung, 
c.1931), I, 455: "Aber vie es .eine letzte Identitaet des Menschen der 
Zeit und der Ewigkeit gibt, so auch aller Kreatur Gottes. Denn er schuf 
keine um sie am Ende zu vemichten. So aieht daa Auge der Hottnung in 
der Welt der Schoepf'ung das Gleichnis, den Hinv,!is, die Vorbereitung 
auf' di~ evige Welt Gottes. 11 
l.9 
character of the new world implies for man the eternal task of knovinrr 
c.o 
and shapins the new reality. T"ne happiness of that etemQJ. activity 
is SiJJnified already now by' the joy a man has in the success ot his 
work.27 
In short, Paul Althaus bases his description of the relationship 
of t .he future w1 th the present wrld on the eschatological meaning and 
direction of culture (der escho.toloqische Sinn aller KuJ.t•.tr). 28 T"ne 
cultural. efforts of governing, building and sliaping the world point 
beyond history to the etemal city of God, in which there is no frustra-
tion tor the God-appointed tasks of man. 
At the same time Althaus is very emphatic in &B¥1na that only taith 
lmows of a relationship between the historical and the etemal tasks of 
man. The connection between the coming reality and the present worl.d 
27Paul Althaus, Die Letzten Dinp;e, pp. 363-364: "Sind vir zum 
Erkennen und Gestalten dieser Welt beruten, so duerfen vir darin die 
kommende Welt. ahnen ala Erf'uellUDB der Verheisaung, die una in der 
jetzigen Aufgabe gegeben 1st: ala ganz dem Durcbdringen des Geistes 
ot:f'en , ganz von Gottes Geiste ewiger Liebe gestaltet und ihn kuendendi 
ganz 1Wort• gewordene Wirklichkeit, ganz Wirkl.ichk.eit gevordenes Wort, 
und das doch nicht in starrem Gewordensein, sondem in lebendiger 
Aktuo.litaet ewi,;en Werdens, so, class Gott uns zu unerachoepf'lichem 
Erkennen und Gestalten ruf't. Fuer sol.chen Wirkens .Freude 1st uns die 
jetzige Freude des Gelingens, die edle Freude, zu erkennen und zu 
gestalten, ein Vorschmack, eine Verheissung." 
28:rbid., p. 364: "Unser Erk.eMen und Bilden erzeugt nicht die 
evige Wel:tvollendeter Leiblichkeit, aber ea bezeugt sie, es bekennt 
sich zu 1hr, bewast oder unbewsst, durch sich selbst ala zu de·m 




can be postulated and expressed only' theologico.llz,. that is, as a 
relationship of promise and tuJ.tillment.29 
Critical Observations on the Views of Paul Althaus 
The foregoins presentation shows qUite clearly' that Romans 8:19-22 
plays a decisive role in the eschatol0g7 of Althaus. The passo.ge under-
girds nothing less than his tundomental principle of the t~eological 
connection between the destiny of the world and the destiny of man. 
Althaus takes the connection in a very specific sense. 
The world's "shape," its subjection to death and nothingness., 
derives from the sinful character of man. The implication is clear. 
Once man becanes tree f'ran his sin and death, the world Will also 
become free. 
Althaus however postulates the connection in a still more positive 
w,q. The world was man' a partner in his disgrace. The world must also 
become partner of man in his glory. The glorification of' man must in 
some way or another benefit the world. 
29Ib1d. : ''Wir koennen die sen dem Glauben bewasten Zusammenhang 
nicht ircendwie natur- oder geschichtsphilosophisch ala metap~siche 
Kontinuitaet ausdruecken, das verbietet uns die Wirklichkeit des Endes 
dieser Welt. Wir koennen den Zusammenhang nur theologisch auadruecken., 
naemlich ala das Verhneltnia von Verheissung und Ertuellung. 11 Cf. the 
statement on the continuity., which exists in man's death, Die Christliche 
Wahrheit, II, 4-79-480: "Die Selbigkeit und Durchgaengigkeit laesst 
sich nicht ontologisch., aondem nur theologisch-existential bestinmien: 
es 1st die Einheit eines Gerutenseins als-dieser bestinante Mensch, einer 
mir zugewandten Treue Gottea., einer Verantvortung. Gott rui't 111:l.ch aus 
dem Tode bei meinem Namen. Wir tassen uns in unserer Selbigkeit 
diesseita und jenseits. des Tod.es allein so, dasa wir an Gottes Liebe · 
glauben." 
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Althaus soes farther. Since !h!!, world became the Victim of mo.n's 
corruption., it is not enough to affirm that God Vill proVide siortfied 
man With a new world ·created out of nothing. No., .!:!!!!, world here., vhich 
suffered under man., must With man receive the benefit of renovation and 
II l II 
6 ory • And here lies the ultimate basis for establishing a theolo-
gical identity (Selbigkeit) of the future With the present world.30 
One could underline at least three factors that make possible 
such an understanding and use of Romans 8:19-22. 
The first is Althaus' theology- of creation. He conceives nature 
·and history as having a meaning independent of the lite and struggle ot 
man. The world exists first ot all tor the sake of God himself • 
. 
Consequent~ the world~ have an existence ~ond the history ot man. 
The second factor is Althaus I conception of God. He' Views God as 
Creator of things and believes that God is sensitive· to corporeal beauty 
and perfection. Consequent~., the existence of a world becanes possible 
even in etemal lite, tor the simple reason that God himself enJoys the 
presence ot creatures. 
30rn Die Chrii:;tliche WRhrheit, II., 505-506, Althaus bases the 
difference or the future Vi th regard to the present world on 2 Peter 
3:13. He derives the identity from Romans 8:19-22: "Sehnen vir 
Menschen uns aus dem Kampf'- und Verdraengungsgesetze )lllSerer irdischen 
Lebensgestalt heraus in die ungebrochene Gemeinschaft des Reiches 
Oottes., so tun Yir es namens der genzen Kreatur, deren Struktur vir 
verlmftet sind; die 'Wir mit uns., um unsertYillen, als unsere Welt, . 
der Nichtigkeit unterworten 'Wiesen. Mit uns draengt die gesamte 
Kreatur hinaus ueber ihren Jetzigen Seinsstand zu ihrem w.hren, von 
dem Schoepfer vorgesehenen Stande. Die neue Welt wird ebensoven1g vie 
unsere ewige Lebens~estnlt durch Schoep:fung aus nichts, sondern so., 
dass die etzi . e Krentur 'befreit wird zur herrlichen Freiheit der 
Kinder Gottes Roem. .,l9ff'. • Was das konkret bedeutet., vermag unser 
1rdisches Denken nicht wrzustellen und auszuaagen." [Emphasis added.] , 
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The third factor is the "anthroooi ..... 11 t'"'-·t i t 
- ~ 1114 ssues rom Althaus 1 
fnith in the resurrection. 
He conceives the nev corporeity- aG "real" 
enough to require an adequate world. For him, f'aith in the resurrection 
of the body- and faith in a nev vorld belong together. 31 
.As· vill appear from the fourth chapter, the same factors are active 
in Luther's wderstanding and use of Romans 8:19-22.32 
The present vriter feels bound to raise one question with regard 
to the argumentation of Althaus: Does the description of the new world 
stand the test of criticism? The description is baaed on the relation-
ship of promise and ful~llment between the present and the nev vorld. 
One can recognize. in it the basic approach of Althaus. to the whole 
question of eschatology.33 It it vere not tor his fear of "biblicism," 
31Paul Althaus, Die Letzten Dinge, p. 341: "mit unserem Bekenntnis 
zur Auferstehung des Leibcs 1st die Erwartung einer neuen Welt notwending 
gegeben. Sind wir wesenhat't Leib, so aind wir auch vesen~in der Welt. 
32.rhe "coincidence" is not surprising. Cf. Paul Althaus, Die 
Theolortie Martin Luthe rs ( [GilterslohJ: Gutersloher Verlagshaus Gerd ll'.&0hn, 
c.1962), p. 9: "Er [der Autor] kann ••• bekennen, dass er mit Strenge 
dem viderstanden hat, Luther in die eigene Dogma.tilt einzutangen,. • • • 
Sollte man dennoch an wichtigen Punk.ten die Baehe dieser Darstellung 
Luthers zu der Dogma.tilt des Verfassers bemerken und etwa verdaechtig 
f'inden, so koennte der Grund umgekehrt darin liegen, dass ich fuer die 
eigene Arbeit besonders vi.el von Luther gelemt babe." 
3~u1 Althaus, Die Christliche Wahrheit, II, 474: "Ueberall [im 
Neuen Testament] regiert nicht einf'acb die Autoriteet von Einzelworten 
des Alten Testamentes oder Jesu (ueber das KommendeJ, sondem die innere 
Notwendigkeit,•die Lc,aik des Glaubens an den in Christus ottenbnren Gott. 
Das schreibt uns den eigenen Weg vor. Die Eschatologie sucht, staendig 
neleitet von den ausdruecklichen Zukunt'tsworten des Neuen Testamentes, 
die Verhciosune ode~ Weiasanung nufzuzeigen und zu entfnlten, die in 
Gottcs etencnwllCrtitscr DogcBn\1116 mit uns durch Oesetz und Ewr13elium liegt. 
Das jetzige Verhacltnis, in das Gott uns zu sich 6esetzt hD.t, ist in 
sich die Verheissung, auf' die unsere Hoffnung und Ervartung des Letzten 
sich gruendet." P. 475: "So befolgen vir auch in der Eschatologie die 
dogmatische Methode und sind damit biblischer ala der Biblizismus." 
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Althaus could have used some further ev1dence furnished by- Auaust 
Althaus and Theodor IO.iefoth. 
August Altha.us makes the po:tnt that the renovation ot thia world -
is demanded by- the Justice ot God himself.34 He describes the new 
world based on the int~te connection between man and world, as 
expressed in Romans 8:19-22.35 Man received in the beainnina the 
mission of subduing the earth to the serv1ce of God. The earth, for 
its tum, had the potential ot becoming "slorif'ied" by the activ1ty- of 
man. With his fall into sin, man lost the conditions indispensable to 
subdue the earth, and the earth developed all kinds of resistance to 
man's activity. With the coming of the new world, which presupposes 
the end of the old, the situation chanaes. The image of God is f'ully 
restored to man, and man is given the power of permeatins the earth vith 
the Spirit of God. The new reality is an instrumnt adequate and open 
to t~e activity of man. In short, the relationship between man and the 
34Aug[ust] Althaus, Die Letzten Di?l(7.e (Verden: Steinhoetel'sche 
Buchhandlung, 1858), pp. ll9-121. Since man tell into sin by- his own 
free choice, his liberation is an net of God's mercy. The creature, 
however, ws subjected to nothinaness by- God himself, in hope. There-
fore, the liberation of the creature is but an act of God's justice. 
And the Justice of' God demands that .1:h!! world, which suffered under 
the sin of man, become renewed into glory. A total annihilation of 
the world or even the creation of a totally other worl.d would leave a 
gap in the justice of God. The present world must attain the glory 
to which it was determined in the beginning • . 
35Ibid., p. 121: "die materielle Welt steht mit dem von ihr 
UJ1J8ebeneii"'iienschen in genauer Verbindung und gegenseitiger Wechselwirkung. 
Wie sie \Dll des Menschen willen vorhanden 1st \Dld Mittel zur Verwirklichung 
seiner Bestimmuna, so 1st sie auch :Bedinaung seiner leiblichen Existenz 
\Dld seines geistigen Lebens." 
' 
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world does not end With etemal lite, it 18 rather brought to co~pletion 
(Vollendunc-t) .36 
Theodor IO.iefoth affirms· the intimate connection of man and wor1d 
based on Roma~s 8:19-22, and from it derives three major consequences. 
First, that God was forced to ~hanse the earth in order to make it a 
place suitable to a sin:f'ul hwilanity-.3" Second, that God Will destroy 
the present earth., which is conditioned by the sin of man., and produce 
a new world, that is adequate to the 13lor1·ous life of the electcd.38 
Third, tha.t the world Will attain the "sloey" which it would have 
36Ibid., p. 122: "Diese Herrlichkeit der neuen Welt 1st nicht 
die urspruengliche., worin sie erschaffen 1st, das bier nur waere eine 
'Wiederherstellung des Ersten, Wohl aber 1st es die Herrlichk.eit, zu 
welcher die alte Welt erschaffen war. Das zweite Paradies wird das 
erste ueberstrahlen. In dieser Herrlichkeit wird die neue Welt die 
Herrli_chkeit ihres Schoepters aut das ungetruebteste abstrahlen. Sie 
wird zu dem volkommenen Dienste Gottes durch das Organ des Menschen 
bereitet •••• " 
37Th[eodor] IO.ietoth, Christliche Eschatologie (Leipzig: Verlag 
von Doerffling und Franke, 1886), pp. 292-293: 11Dass die Erneuerung 
Himmel& und der Erde in den goettlichen Heilsplan wesentlich gehoert, 
1st die Foll;e da.von, class Mensch und Erde zusammengehoeren, ••• 
I 
Ist aber die Erde aut den Menschen und der Mensch aut die Erde geordnet., 
so konnte auch der Suendentall des Menschen nicht ohne .Rueckwirkung aut 
die Erde bleiben. • • • Die Erde konnte k.ein Eden bleiben., Ja konnte 
keinen Platz f'uer ein Eden behalten., ·nachdem der Mensch nicht mehr 
wuerdi"' war ein Eden aut 1hr zu f'inden • • • , Denn ein Wohnplatz 
0 " • muss seinen Bewohnem angemessen sein • ••• 
3Sibid.:., pp. 293-294: "vie der. Leib des suendigen Menschen 
sterbenliiuss., so muss seine Wohn_statt vergehen." "Ist die Erde aut 
den Menschen und der Mensch aut die Erde geordnet., so vird auch die 
neue Menschheit, welahe das Ergebnis · des aussef'uehrten Erloesungsrath-
.schlusses sein soil, eine neue ihr ansemeaaene Erde zum Wohnplatz 
haben muessen." 
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achieved if' man had accomplished his mission of' subduina the earth.39 
The basic contention both of' AU8UBt Althaus and Theodor IO.ietoth 
is tha~, in the new world, there v:Lll be ful.f'illment of' the good purposes 
of' God, which were .f'rustrated by tl)e fall. of' man into sin. ·Presupposing 
that the contention is biblically and theologically legitimate, tbe 
present writer sees no reason why' Althaus should not have used the same 
argument. Here too there is "promise" and 11:ruJ.fillment." 
3~Ibid., p. 326: "Die Schaedigung, velche durch die Suende dea 
11.enachenauch der Erde und ihrer Creatur widertahren 1st, Yird von 
ihr genommen werden., daaa aie f'rei Yird 'Vie die Kinder Gottea (Roem. 
8., 18-24), und auch in dieaer Beziehung Yird ea gel.ten, was 2 Petr. 3, 
13 von 1hr sagt, daaa auf' ihr Gerechtigkei t vohnen Yird. Und nicht 
d11a allein, sondern auch von 1hr Yird gelten, dasa die Vollendung nicht 
blosae Wiederheratellung des urapruenglichen Schoeptungszustandes sein 
Yird: sie Yird nicht blosa das aein, vas sie in den ersten Tagen Adam's 
var, sondem das was· sie gewesen sein vuerde., venn der Mensch., statt in 





To understand Johann Gerhard's Position on Romana 8:19-22, one 
must consider his whole discussion of the tom ot the world's consumma-
tion.1 In this discussion Gerhard presents t~ reasons wey he cannot 
affirm the liberation ot·the creature in the Positive sense of the 
term. 
Statement of Position 
Johann Gerhard states his view ot the conswmnation in unmistakable 
terms: 
We maintain the form ot the consU111JT.ation to be not a 
simple alteration of qualities, but the abolition, :i.n 
tact, the total annihilation of the substance i tselt, . . 
so that the consummation's or destruction's terminus 
a guo is being, and the terminus ad auem is not being 
or nothing.2 
He adds certain qualifications: 
First, he concedes that many- teachers of the church have taught 
that the world Will not pass away in its substance (kat' ousian), but 
~Johann Gerhard, Loci Theologici (Lipsiae: J.C. Hinrichs, 1875), 
IX, 155-178. The presentation is limited to such aspects of the subject 
that are relevant to the present stuc:br. 
2Ibid., p. 155b: "Formam consummationis dicimus tore non nudam 
qualitatum alterationem, sed ipsius substantiae abolitionem, adeoque 
totalem annihilationem, ut sic terminus a auo consummationis sive 
destructionia sit.!!!!.!., te:nninus vero ad quem non esse sive nihil." 
~ 
rather be chanaed in its appearance (kata noiotetas);3 
Second, he presents his View on the world's destniction not ·as an 
article of faith, necessary- to be known and believed tor salvati•on, but 
as a position more adequate to the Scr.l.!)tures• emphatic statements on 
the world's end; 
Third, he does not brand as heretics those who describe the world's 
end in terms of change and alteration (alloiosis); 
Fourth, he observes tho.t many theologians have perterred to abstain 
from Judgment instead of stating .a definite position on the end ot the 
world; 
Final.ly', he concedes that several Lutherans have maintained the 
position that the world ~ll suffer only a change ot qualities and not 
a radical destruction.4 
Gerhard supports his position with evidence derived from Scripture, 
theological and philosophical "reasons" (rationes), declarations of the 
church fathers and of the sponsors of the theory- of renovation. Only 
the scriptural and "rational" evidence are of interest tor the present 
study-. 
Biblical Evidence 
Gerhard eXiBDlines most ot the biblical passages on the end ot the 
3:rbid., Gerhard quotes, among others, Irenaeus, Cyrill of Jerusalem, 
Jerome, Augustine, Chrysostom, Cyrill ot Alexandria, Gregory- the Great, 
Beda. 
4Ibid., p. 157. Heerbrand, Mylius, Hutter and Meisner are quoted 
as abstaining trom Judgment. Brentz, Althamer, and Philipp Nicolai, 
as affirming the change of qualities. Gerhard is definitely mistaken 
in classifying Luther among the latter. The least he should have said 
is that Luther is undecided. 
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world• He concludes from his investigation tho.t the wrbs used by' the 
biblical writers affir.m nothing less .tho.n the abolition ot the world's 
substance.
5 
He finds also that the worl'd's end is compared to the 
passing awa,- of things that sutfer total and substantial corruption. 
The comparison implies that the world will be substa.ntiall.y destro;yed.6 
He finds further that many passaaes oppose the world to the essential 
incorruptibility of, for instance; God and his Word. The ·opposition 
implies that the world perishes 1n its ver,Y substance or essence. 7 
Finally,. Gerhard argues that the disappearance of the present world is 
implied in the promise of a new heaven and a new earth. Scripture 
states that God Will create a new world. The verb "create" means 
primarily t .o produce s~thing out of nothing. Scripture &81'B that the 
5Ibid., p. 158a: 11Qu1dq1.:1id ita transit, praeterit, abit, consumitur, 
inf'lNnmatur, exuritur, perit, tabescit, dissolvitur, ut connagret, 
finiatur, conswnmetur et non sit amplius nee locus ei inveniatur, illud 
non qualitatum dunta.xo.t immutationem sed ipsius aubstantiae abolitionem. 
sustinet. 11 Ct. p. 158b: "In quo to esse coeli et maria consistit, illud 
in fine mundi abolebitur, quio. de coeJ.o et mari dicitur, quod non .amnlius 
erunt [Revelation 20:11; 2l:l]. Jom vero ease coeli et maria consistit 
••• in forma essentiali. Erao in tine mundi ••• ipsa essential.is 
forma c.oeli et marts nbolebitur. • . • • Scriptura simpliciter et 
absolute pronuntiat, coelum et mare non amplius futura·, hoc non est 
temeraria audacia mutandum in eom loquendi formulam, quod non amplius 
sint talia._ futura." 
~id., pp. 159b-l60o.. Biblical references include Psalm 97:5, 
Psalm 102:2€; cf'. Hebrews 1 -:11, Isaiah 51:6, Isaiah 34:4; ct. Revelation 
6:14, Matthew 24:29; cf. Revelation 6:13. 
7Ibid., p: 161. On Psalm 102:26-27. "Quo sensu ac respectu 
Deus dlcI'tur permanere, eQdcm sensu ac respectu coeli dicuntur ?,Jerire, 
alias non esset oppositio .directa. Jam vero Deus dicitur permanere 
essentialiter. Ergo coeli intelliguntur perire essentialiter." Ct. 
Matthew 24:35• 
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present heavens, earth and sea will be no more--there Vill be no mernoey 
of them. Such Could not be the case it the substance of the prel\ent 
world remained. Scripture affirms that God vill make all things new. 
Tht II II e erm nev appliee not only to something nev in its qualities, but 
also to something that is altogether nev and ditterent.8 
"Rational" Evidence 
Johann Gerhard finds f'urther support for his position in the 
concept of incorruptibility, the cessation of time, the suppression of 
the present world's purpose, the description of the N~v Jerusalem, 
the consideration of absurdity, and the aradations of beings. 
The concept of incorruptibility. With the help of Wisdom 2:23 
Gerhard establishes that inmortality and incorruptibility are components 
of 1;he divine iDIB.ge. Since only man and the angels were created in the 
image of Cod, it follows that no creature besides them dan achieve 
incorruptibility. .Consequently, all cre.atures other than the angels 
and man must disappear with the world's end.9 
The cessation of time. Based on Revelation 10:6, Isaiah 66:23, 
and the general consensus of the theologians, Gerhard establishes that 
8:rbid., pp. 16J.b~l62. Isaiah 65:17; 66:22; 2 Peter 3:13; 
Revelation 21:1-5. "kainon usurpatur non solum pro renovato ac 
secundum qualitates m:utato, sed. etiam pro alio ac secundum essentiam 
novo. 11 
9Ibid., p. 162b: "nulla c~atura corporea animata, solo homine 
excepto, ad :i.mmortalitatem [athanasia) et incorruptibilitatem 
[anhtharsiaJ condita, nee resurgent creaturae animatae in die novissimo, 
sed et individua et species earum in consummatione seculi abolebuntur. 
Er50 nee inanimes creaturae, coelum, sol, luna et stellae etc. erunt 
incorruptibiles." 
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eternity excludes succession of time. Now time is defined as the 
measurement of dura.tion according to the heavens• movement r.n. -11 • :.tuere.1.ore 1 
the end ot time presupPoses the stoppage of celestial movement. Since 
movement is an essential operation ot the heavens, the end ot movement 
implies the end ot the heavens themaelves .. 10 
The elimination of the purpose ot heavens and earth. According 
to Gerhard the world was made tor two reasons: to furnish man Vi.th 
the means tor his existence and to serve man as means tor the knowledge 
of God. In heaven the bodies ot the saints are glorified, and the 
saints see God face to face. Consequently, there ia no need and no 
' 11 use tor the present world. It must disappear altogether. 
The descri otion of the New Jerusalem. Scripture sqa that there 
will be no temple in the heavenl.Y, city. It follows, according to Gerhard, 
that there will be no other peyaical dwellings. Scripture also HJ& that 
the saints will not need the service ot the ~ and the moon, which are 
the most noble ot the creatures. It follows that the. service of leaser 
creatures is even more dispensable. Scripture declares that God will be 
10:rbid., p. 163: "Cessante ergo motu coeli, cessabit finis, 
propterciue'm coelum conditum, ceaaabit propria tormae operatio, in qua 
et cum qua coellDD conditum ••• · • · Cesaante ergo hoc motu naturali, 
interibit etiam ipaum coelum, unde subjungimua rationem." • 
111b1d.: "In vita eterna beati Deum v:l.debunt tacie ad faciem, 
ergo noDop\la• habebunt c.reaturarum magisterio. • • • corpora beatorum 
glorificata nee victu nee veatitu nee terreno quodam domicilio 
indigebunt, nee in speculu amplius et ·aenigmate, aed clare et intliitiva 
visione Deum cognosc~t ••• ; ideo etiam non indigebunt amplius hujua 
vitae adminiculis." Ct. P• 140. 
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everything to everyone. The declaration iJl!Plies tho.t the blessed will 
seek neither nourishment nor enJoyment in the creaturea.12 
The reductio ad o.baurdum. Gerhard argueo as follows. If' one 
postulates a renovation of the heavens and the earth, there is no 
reason for not postulating also a renovation (apokatastasis) of' all the 
other creatures. If' the renovation of the elements is conceded, one · 
must also concede th& renovation of bodies composed of' these elements 
( corpora mixta). It one affirms the· renovation o~ such cor~ora mixta. 
as plants and animals, the question arises whether the renovation applies 
to all the plants and animals which existed since the world's beginning, 
or only to the plants and animals that will be living at- the time of 
the end. In the first case, it would be inconceivable how the new 
world would be able to contain such a large number of bodies. In the 
second case, it would be impossible to conceive why God should confer 
the privilege of renovation only to~ creatures and neglect all the 
others. It all creatures suffer under corruption and yeam for liber-
ation (Romans 8:20), how can anyone say that only a limited number of 
creatures will become :tree? Again, it one did concede the renovation 
of all creatures, one would have to face the problem of their propaga-
tion and service to man. If they propagated, generation and corruption 
would be introduced into eternal lite. If they would not procreate, 
it would be inconceivable how a limited number of plants and animals 
could suffice the multitude of bless.ed saints. In short, the ineV1table 
-; 12Ib1.d.: "Deus erit omnia in omnibus 1 Cor·. 15, v. 28. Erco nee 
suatentationem nee delectationem quaerent a creaturis." Isaiah 60:19; 
Revelation 21:22-23 and 22:5. · 
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absurdities and contradictions invol.ved make untenable the theory of 
the renovation ot the world and its creatures.13 
The gradation ot beings. In the order and gradation ot beings, 
God holds the highest place. He ia uncreated and infinite. He haa no 
beginning and no end. He. is absolutely eternal. In the second place 
come the created spirits, man and the angels. They- haw a beginning, 
but no end• They- are etemal ( aevum belongs to them). In the last 
place come the physical and corporeal substances. They haw not only-
a beginning but al.so an end. They- are subject to corruption and 
annihilation. They- are as incapable ot incorruptibility as the spiritual 
incorporeal substances are incapable of corruption. The only exception 
are the bodies ot the believers. They are composed of phy'sical elements. 
But they will live forever. God gave them a special promise and gitt--
resurrection. The promise, however, does not apply- to the other corporeal 
creatures.14 
Johann Gerhard has no doubt. The: destruction ot the world v1ll be 
substantial and total • 
. Discussion ot the Antithesis 
Gerhard observes that his opponents have in c0111110n nothing more 
13Ib1d. :· "Sed et brutorum atque arborum illa individua renovata, 
quem praestabunt hominibus usum, quod ministerium, quale servitiumT 
num. speciem suam per generationem ac pl.antationem propagabunt T 81 quis 
atfirmet, statuenda erit denuo generationis et corruptionis in Moro 
seculo quaedam vicissitudo; si neget·, cogitandum 1ps1 erit, quomodo tot 
D.\Yriadibus hominum ad vitam aetemam resuacitatorum tam pauca bmorum 
·et vegetabilium individua. sutficiantf11 • 
14
Ib1d., P• l&a. -
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than the affirmation that the vorld Vill not pass away in its subatance, 
but rather be ch~ed in its appearance and qualities.15 Beyond this 
fundamental consensus, their views difter·Videly. 
Some of the opponents, says Gerhard, maintain that the world will 
be destroyed "essentially" (essentieliter), but not "toto.lly" (totaliter) • 
. 
They appeal to the parallelism between man and the world. Man, the 
microcc;,sm, ceases to be essentially, as the compound (co11tnositUl!l) of 
soul and body is dissolved, and the soul-deprived body turns into &Ghea. 
Nevertheless, man does not disappear totally. The immortal soul continues 
to be and is finally reunited With the resurrected body. In a similar 
fashion the macrocosm, the heavens and the earth, will perish essentially, 
but not totally. The creating and preserving paver ot God, which is so 
to say the soul of the world, produces nev heavens and a new earth out 
of the ashes ot the· final conflagration.16 
Others, says Gerhard, besides af'f:l.rm:lng a general renovation of 
the creatures, distinguish creatures to be tran&t(?rmed, creatures to be 
17 
abolished, and creatures to be restored to the original state. Con-
sequently, the most discrepant views of the renewed heavens and earth 
15Ibid., p. 168a: "Quidquid tamen sit, in eo plerique omnes ex 
Pontificils et Calvinianis consentiunt, quad niundus non secundum 
substantiam interiturus, sed secundum qualitates duntaxat sit immutandus." 
16rbid. pp. 166b-167a. Gerhard's evaluation of the position 
described: ''Atque eorum sententia veritati quam proxime videtur 
accedere." 
17tb1d., p. 167. Some say~that the heavens remain the some, but 
lose th~ movement. Some, that fire and water will disappear, the 
earth and the air will remain. Others again state that all the elements 
will be renewed. 
are proposed.18 
Gerhard disc~sses one by- one the biblical passages used by- the 
opponents to support their contentions. For the purpose of' the present 
study it suffices to mention certain aspects that .bear on the interpre-
tation of RQmD.ns 8:19-22. 
Luther and others have frequently' used Isaiah 30:26 to prove 
the renovation of' the sun and the moon. Gerhard makes the attempt of 
showina that the passage does not serve that purpose.1~ -In its literal 
sense, he sars, the passage describes nothing more than the liberation 
of Israel from the Assyrians. The prophet had characterized the 
oppression in terms of darkness; nov be describes the liberation in 
terms of brightness of the sun, moon and stars. Typically- and 
"W'Stically, one can apply the passage to the splendor ot the Gospel 1n 
the church, as it dispels the shades of ~he Law. Moreover, passages 
like Isaiah 60:19 and Revelation 21:23 clearly state that the New 
Jerusalem does not need the light of the sun. It follows that Isaiah 
30:26 does not teach the sun's eschatological renovation. 
Gerhard also undermines the "proof" of l Corinthians 7:30. The 
purpose of the Apostle is to show that there is nothing firm and permanent 
18xbid., pp. 167t>-168a. Anselm describes the earth as full of 
f'lowers, which grow forth tran the blood of the martyrs. "Sed Tho.iias 
ac reliqui theologi arbitrantur, mixta omnia abolenda. Ille vero nows 
status rerum est incorruptibilium. Plantac, inquit Thomas additam 
q. 91. art. 5. et animalia sunt de ~erfectione universi, secundum 
statum istum mutabilitatis, non .secundum statum novitatis." 
l9Ibid., PP• 168b-169a. 
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in the world. Therefore the believer should attach his heart to the 
pennanent things of heaven. The purpose of the passage comes throuah 
more clearly if one assumes a substantial destruction of the world. 
The same principle., according to Gerha:'4, applies to 2 Peter 3:10-13. 
T"ne purpose of the Apostle is better obt~ined by presupposins a 
radical destruction of the world. 20 
Gerhard further discusses the promise of nev heavens and a nev 
earth as stated in Isaiah 65:17 and 2 Peter 3:13. He maintains, based 
on Isaiah 64:4. and l Corinthians 2:9., that no man is able to conceive 
the nature·and character of the nev -reality.21 He adds that "nev 
. • " d II h" neavena an nev eart are nothing but a figure of speech to designate 
the glory and happiness of the tuture world. Man is unable to conceive 
life apart tran a world. Scripture condescends to human powers of 
conception ~d uses expressions like "new heavens" and "nev earth" to 
designate the future dwelling place of man. Consequently, no argument 
20Ibid., pp. 176b-l77a: "Coelum, terra, mare et omnia, quae in 
illis sunt, ultimo illo orb~s incendio conf'lagrabunt. Ergo terrenis 
et transitoriis rebus non adhaereamus amore inordinato, sed coelestia 
et aetema bona quaeramus., id vero &liter fieri nequit quam serio ac 
sedulo pietatis studio." Here as elsewhere the preachii,g of the~ 
predominates. The Gosoel is absent f'ran the ch. de fine const~P.tionis, 
~-, pp. 17&.-18oa. • God is seen not 1!! creation., but out of and in 
opposition to the transitory creature. 
21Ibid., p. 177b: "Oculus non vidit, quia non est color; nee 
auris audivit,•quia non est sonus; nee in cor hominibus adscendit., 
qui.a cor hominis debet illuc adscenciere." 
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in fav,or of the renovation of the world can be derived 1"rom these 
terma. 22 
Johann Gerhard copes Vi.th the problem of the connection between 
man and the world, used by- his opponents to support the world's reno-
vation. The creatures exist tor the sake of man, they sa1• As. man 
is renewed., the creature-. should also receive the blessing ot renova-
tion. The world must be ·purified from the consequence11. of sin and 
'made new on account of ( propter) man' a glorification. The world must 
become adequate to the gl~ey of man. Gerhard refutes such argumen-
tation by- underlining the difference that exists between man and the 
world. Man was created for spiritual, celestial and eternal lite. 
Therefore God will recall man's body' trcm death. The creatures., on 
the contrary., were made to serve man in his animal life, during the 
present age. God has. already determined ·the end of the world at a 
22Ibid • ., pp. 177b-178a: "nos hihil praestantius nihilque 
nobiliusanimo concipere possumus quam coelum tot astrorwa lampo.dibus 
exornat\.1111 ac terram tot arborum et :fructum apeciebus decoratam; 
Scriptura igitur per sygkatabasin nobis condescen~ens verbis hujus 
seculi gloriam et felicitatem f\ituri seculi describit ac duo hujus 
universi extrema, summum scilicet coelum ac inf'imam terram, nominat, 
ut typo hujus mundi, in quo nunc vivimus, mellousan illam oikO'!!!,• 
nen Hebr. 2, v. 5. in qua aeternum victuri sumus, utrumque nobis 
adumbret. Quodsi in typicis, parabolicia ac J11¥&t1cia illis 
descriptionibus to rheton arcte quispiam tenere velit, statuere 
etiam cogetur aurum, margaritas, gemms, arbores cum noatria specie 
convenientes in coelesti Hierosolyma tuturas. 11 But Gerhard lmows to 
be "literalistic" when it serves his purposes. Cf. the preceding 
note. 
- I .. • 
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certain moment in time.23 I t does not help to postulate that the 
creatures must receive reward tor their services to man. It this were . 
the case., .!!! living creatures., like trees., plants., birds., fishes., 
that served man vith sacrifice ot their own lite., ahQUld partake ot 
the renovation--a possibility excluded by the principle that there vill 
be no coroora mixta in etemal. lif'e.24 Moreover, Scripture. lmovs of 
no such promise of reward supposedly gi~ to the creatures.25 
The Discussion of' Romans 8: 19-22 
Gerhard quotes and discusses Romans 8:19-22· as the main passage 
used by the sponsors .of' the world's renovatipn._26 After interpreting 
the passage, Gerhard gives the reasai why, according to his understanding, 
23tbid., p. 178: "Microcosmum sive hominem Deus creavit non sol\DD 
ad hanc"'""iiii"'iJnalem et transitoriam, sed etiam .ad sniritualem., coelestem 
et aeterna.m vite.m, ideoque etiam corpora haminum ex mortuia suscitabit; 
sed macrocosmum sive totam vis1bil1\Dll cre.aturarum universitatem condidit 
duxtaxat propter praesens seculum, ut in vita an1mal1 hom:l.num usu1 
inserv:l.ret, ideoque anhtharsias et aetemitatis eam minime participem 
f'ecit, sed ••• certum temporia articulum aeterno decreto ei praef'ixit, 
in quo et cum quo duration:ts suae finem obtinere de beat. 11 
24 a Cf'. supra, p. 34, n. l. 
25Ibid., p. 178b: "Coelos novoa ac terram novam gratu1t1 praemii 
loco piia promissa ease apostolus asserit 2 •• Petr. 3., v. 13. sed de 
praemio renovationia creaturis inanimatis vel animatis ·reliquis promisso 
al tum in Scripturia est ailentium. 11 
26Ibid.,•p. 169b: "Hie locus apostolicus primarius est, quem 
pro con'traria aententia vel maxilDB urgent. Expresae enim videtur 
apostolus as sere re, quod creatura aeque ac filii Dei a. corruptione 
sit liberanda et ad libertatem ab omni corruptione immunem traducenda. 11 
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the passaae does not se1"Ve to disprove the essential annihilation ot 
the world. 
On Ktisis 
Gerhard quotes and examines the diti"erent interpretations Biven 
to ktisis in the teaching tradition Qt the church. He discards the 
possibility- of taking ktisis as~ reference to the angels, the departed 
souls., the unbelievers., the Christians., or man in general. lie main-
tains that ktisis must be taken e.s a reference to the t •otality- or 
corporeal and irrational creatures.27 The reasons, among others, are 
the following: 
a. The noun kt1s1s, as it appears from Romans 1:20 and ·o:ther 
passages., properly denotes the visible creation of God, that is, the 
28 totality- of the machina mundi; 
b. The fourfold repetition of ktisis in the passage becomes 
unintelligible it the word is taken in a sense ditterent from "creature"; 
c. The ~ubJect ktisis is opposed to the sons of God.29 
27Ibid • ., p. 172a: "Dicimus autem, intelligi creatunun corpoream., 
visibilcmet irra.tionabilem [.sic], ut ab hoc subJecto propositionis 
- II apostolicae e.xcludmnus anGelos et hamines. . . 
28:cbid.: "Ktisis nroprie significe.t, quidquid est a Deo creatum., 
totam s"c'Tilcet mund1 machinam cum omnibus partibus et contentis." . . . 
29Ibid • ., p. 172b. In view of Revelation 6:ll Gerhard is willins 
to includf:the souls of the martyrs in the subJect, provided that 
their expectation does not cause suffering. Ktisis in v. 19 would 
then refer to the visible creation and msa hi'! ktisis in v. 22., to 
the totality of finite beings. 
" 
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On Vanity and Corruption 
Gerhard sees three members in the predicate of the passage. The 
first member affirms the creature's subjection to vanity (v. 20) and to 
corruption (v. 21).30 
Gerhard projects his view against the background of traditional 
interpretations. He maintains that the vanity under which the creature 
suffers is more than the "defect" (defectus) of mutability, corruption 
and mortality. It is -first of' all the service that forces the creature 
to suffer the misuse of' the ungodl1'.3l Service to corruptible man., 
especially to the impious., -is vanity., bondage to corruption.32 
The cre·ature., adds Gerhard., many times must pay tor the crimes of' 
man.,. as it appears frail the curse of the ground (Genesis 3:17-18)., the 
devastation of the world by The Flood., -the destruction of the "garden 
of God" around Sodan and Gomorra., and the punishment of the land of 
Egypt on account of Pharaoh's obstinacy. 
Gerhard observes further that the min purpose (finis Draeciouus) 
of' 1;he creature is to serve man as means for the lmowledge of God 
30:rbid • ., p. 173a: "Praedicatum tria membra complectitur, 1. 
subjectloiirs servitium., 2. exspectationis desiderium., 3._ liberationia 
beneficium. 11 
31.Ibid., p. 173b: "Vera et genuina interpretatio • • • per 
vanitatem •• : intelligitur ••• etiam ac cumprimis servitium illud., 
quo creaturae in hac vita abusibua impiorum coguntur esse subjectae. 11 
· 32Ibid.. Psalm 39:6; Matthew 5:45. The only example gi~n is 
that oftiie wine., a good creature of God, which is forced to suffer 
the cupidity of the drunkards. According to the apcstolic personifi-
c·ation., it wants to attain freedom. 11Eligit enim potius non esse et 
in nihilum abire I quam abusui ebriorum inservire et hac ratione contra 
cre~torem suum quasi militare. 11 (Emphasis added.] 
4o 
(theognosia, Romans 1:20). Si th . nee e impious do not acknowl"edge God, 
the creature's service is frustrated (frustraneum).33 
In keeping With his interpretation of vanity and corruption, 
Gerhard asserts that the creature is unwilling to serve man, because 
it abhors the misuse by the ungodly. He points out that the creature 
serves the ungodly- for the exclusive reason that, in the besinning, 
God made the creature for the sake of· man. The creature submits to 
God's ordinance and nue.34 
On the Creature's Longing 
According to Gerhard' a division, the seccnd member of the 
predicate comprises the creature's longing (v. 19) and groaning 1n 
travail . (v. 22). 
Gerhard understands that in v. -19 Paul is underscoring the state-
ment of the preceding verse by showing the greatness •nd the certainty 
of the future glory. The Apostle portrays the irrational creature as 
waiting anxiously for the revelation of the future glory. He wants 
the believers to realize that this glory is inestimably great. For 
its sake, the believers s~ould endure all burdens 8:'1d sufferings of 
the present life •. God himself implanted in the creature a longing for 
the ma.nii'eatation of the coming glory. Therefore the believers con 
have the assurance that the God-given ·hope is not vain (f'rustranea). 
33Ibid., pp. l73b-174a. 
~ 34ib1a., p. 174&: "quia primitua ad usum hominis condita, ideo 
Dei creatoris imperio et ordinationi (creaturaJ obsequitur." 
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The glory 'Will Ul.timo.tely appear. The Apostle wants the Christians 
to rea.lize also their dignity as children of God. They vei,> e;iven the 
first fruits of the Spirit. God makes all things -work together tor 
their good. Even the irro.tional creatures auf'ter and aiB}l with them 
tor the manifestation of the future Glory. 
Gerhard calls attention to the emphatic character ot the Apostle's 
words, as it appears in the root and composition ot nnokarndok1a. and 
in the personification ot the creature as a woman in pains ot labour. 35 
He observes tho.t the Apostle does not describe the auttering in 
absolute terms, but af'f'irma that the creature groans in travail together 
with man. The groaning itself' receives a questionable interpretation. 
At the Parousia1 sqs Gerhard, the earth will bring forth the sons ot 
the resurrection which a.re enclosed in its wom'b.. 36 
On the Creature I s Liberation 
The third member ot the predicate, according to Gerhard, affirms 
the liberation 'ot t .he creature from the bondaae ot corruption into the 
glorious liberty ot the children of God (v. 21). Gerhard describes 
and discusses the interpretations given to the statement by- the teachers 
ot the church. 
Chrysostom understood that the creatures will become free through 
(!!!,) or on acoount of (prooter) the liberty and glory of the sons of 
35Ibid., p. 174b: "Auget emphasin, quod apostolus non simpliciter 
dicit creatura exsr.-ecte.t, sed exsnectntio crcnturae exspecto.t •••• 11 
Ct. p. 175& on systenazci kai synodinei. 
36ib1d., P• 175&• Matthew 19:28; Luke 20:36. -
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God. A foster-mother is exalted Vi.th the prince •she nourished. The 
creo.ture which served man will partake of his fllory. Gerhard objects 
that the contention of Chrysostom presupposes the renovation of the 
world, which is the point at issue. 'n 
Others have maintained tho.t the expression eis eleutherten tes 
dox!s must be taken in an_ "exemplar.,11 sense. The creature Will receive 
a liberty and immortality akin to that of man. 
Ambrose takes eis eleutherie.n in a temporal sense. The expression 
denotes the time in which the creature will become free f'ram the bondage 
of corruption. 
Gerhard himself is inclined to take the expression in a consecutive 
sense (ekbathikos or eventual:f.ter). The meaning of the sentence would 
be: As· soon as the creature becc,nes tree from its vanity and corrup-
tion (by reverting into nothing), the glorious liberty of the sons of 
. ~ 
God will become manifest to all men and angels. 
The Conclusions 
Gerhard .canc_ludes from his ·stud¥ of Ranans 8:19-22 that the _passage 
does not serve to demonstrate the change of the present world into a 
better state. His reasons are seven. 
37Ibid., • 
38:n,id • ., p. 175b: "Posset etiam particula .!!! exponi eventualiter, 
ekba.thikos, creatura liberabitur a servitute corruptioni~ in libertatem 
_gloriae filiorum Dei., h. e. quando creatura in consummat1one seculi ab 
ilia vanitate et servitute corruptionis liberabitur., tune libertas 
gloriae sive gloriosa libertas :filiorum Dei in publi~o angelorum et 
hominum conspectu manitestabitur." 
l. If' ktisis denotes the human or angelic creatures, there is 
nothin6 in the i-osage tba.t supports an abolition only ot the tiecidental 
qualities of' the world. But such an interpretation of' kt1sis, even it 
m.1.intained by sane teachers of' the church, is not the most adequate to 
the text.39 
2. The Apostle states that the. creature Will beccme tree f'rom 
the bondage of' corruption. He does not say that the creature w111 
become free from corru'Dtion itself. ~he believers are free fro:a the 
bond88e of sin, and still they are not free from sin itself (Romans 
7:i7). If a captive soldier dies, he becomes free from his captivit;y, 
but not from corruption. ·The creature becomes free from its compulsoey 
subjection to the abuses of the impious. Such • liberation does not 
imply' that the creature is or will become f'ree from corruption itself'. 40 
3. The creature I s liberation happens by its very corruption or 
annihilation and not by some kind of restoration, renewal. or transforma-
tion. One must understand the freedom of' the creature in terms exactly 
opposite to the characterization of its bondage. The creature is forced 
to auf'fer the misuse of its service by- the ungodly. The creature' a 
libert;y, therefore, must consist in the cessation of its compulsory 
service, at the end of the world. Now, the consummation can happen 
either by destruction or by reno"VB.tion. Consequently', the passage does 
39Ibid. 
40Ibid.: "o.ddimus ••• apostol.um nequaquam dicere, Quod 
libere.ndasit creatura a corruptione, quae phrasis substantiaii 
interitui opposita videri poterat, sed a scrvitute c~rn,ntionis, quae 
eidem minime adversatur. • • • Si creatura.e liberantur a servitute 
corrur>tionis, h. e. a servitio, quod homiliibus impiis in hac vita mortali 
impendere coguntur, interim tamen ipsae non aunt nee fiunt liberae a 
corrupticne. 11 
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not s.crve the purpose ot establishing h2! the world vill end. It states 
only ~ the creature vill becane free. 41 
4. Epicurean thinkers have de~ned death as the end ot all 
suffering and misery. !rhe statement does not apply to man, because he 
is created tor immortality-. But there is no reason why the statement 
should not apply to the irrational creatures. They were made tor man• s 
use in this lif'e. The final destruction will put an end both to their 
service and to thei·r misuse by- the :Impious. In nothingness there is 
neither service nor misuse.42 
5. As it appeared above, the Apostle understands by- ktisis the 
totality ot corporeal and irrational creatures. If' one attinns that the 
creatures will becane :tree trom bonclaae through the communication ot 
incorruptibility-, one must af'f'irm that even corpora mixta, such as trees 
and animals, will become incorruptible. Bu:t this even the sponsors ot 
43 
renovation conceive as impossible. 
4libid., ·PP• 175b-176a: "Quo enim sensu vanitas et servitus 
corruntionis ipsis [creat~sJ . tribuitur, eodem sensu opposita liberatio 
a servitute co~ruptionis ipsis assignanda, ut ostendit oppositio •••• 
servitium illud [ creatura] una cum hac vita mortali desinat, quae 
servitii abolitio non solum lX!r renovationem ac restaure.tionem, sed 
etimn ner o.nnihilationem f'ieri potes-t, ac proinde ab indetemirnato ad 
determi.natur.i, a genere ad certmn speciem., a liberatione ad r.iodum 
liberationis per renovationem non debet f'ieri progressus." 
42Ibid., p. 176a: "Interitus creaturae servitii illius, cui in 
hac vitasubjec~ta est, et solutio est et finis, ultra quam serviti~ 
illud non exit." Seneca: "Non potest ease miser, _qui nullus est • 
• 
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6. The Apostle preferred to. say that the creature Will bccozr.e tree 
from the bondace of' corruption., rather than stating that it will be 
destroy-ed•. The reason., according to Gerhard., is· either that he wanted 
. to use a statement that can be predi.cated of' man also., or that he wanted 
to extend the personificat~on or the passage and sugaest"that., if' the 
c.reature. had Will and reason., it would choose not to be., ra.ther than 
serve the ·abuses of' the unsodl.y.44 
7 • It is impossible to deduce from the expression eis eleuthe1-,.an 
that the terminus ad ouem ot the liberation is one and the same tor the 
creatures and the sons of' God. It this were the case., it would follow 
that the creature will partake of eternal li:f'e and heavenly glory • . 
But the promise of eternal li:f'e is l.imited to the children of' God. The 
expression denotes rather the time of' the creature's liberation., as 
Ambrose has shown.45 
The position ot Gerhard on Romans 8:19-22 is clear. It there is 
for creatures a liberation other than the f'inal annihilation., Scripture 
does not say how and when it will happen. The passage af'tirms 
ex.elusively- the fact ot the liberation. The passage does not serve to 
demonstrate that the creature's liberation happens by transformation 
and renewol. The passage does not serve to prove that the end of the 
world will consiot in an alteration of' qualities, vhic h leaves the 
substance more·or leas untouched. 
44xbid. The explanation is forced and artificial. 
•.. 45Ibid.: "Ex phras:I'. eis eleuthericn colligi nequit., teminum cd 
ouem liberationis tore unum ac eundem creaturae cum filiis Dei., alia.s 
eniiii aequeretur, creaturam etiam vitae aetemae et coelestis gloriae 
fill.is Dei promissae fore participem, sed denotatur duntaxat l1bcra.tionis 
tem-ous, ut ex Ambrosio monuimus." 
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Critical Col'llllents on the View ot Johann Gerhard 
In answering the question ot how the world will end J h •. . . , o ann 
Gerhard had two possibilities open betore him. He could have attirmed 
. I 
with moGt of' the Calvinist and Roman theoloaians, that the world will 
undergo a chane;e of' its qualities, but remain substantially the same. 
He could affirm. that both the essence and the shape of the world v.tll 
be reduced to nothing. Gerhard chose the second position. The question 
is: Why did he make such a choice! 
1. Gerhard himself believed that the determining factor of his 
decision had been the emphatic statements of Scripture regarding the 
end or the world. (There is no doubt that he does have strong scriptural 
suppprt.) 
2. However., the hope of new heavens and a new earth is .1ust as 
scriptural as the teaching of the world I s end·. Therefore a second 
question must be asked: Why did Gerhard not take the hope of a new 
world .1ust as seriously' as he took the world's destruction! The question .. 
is .justified by' the consideration that Gerhard reduced "new heavens" 
and "new .earth" to a figure of' speech, vhich suggests the perfect lite 
of' man v1 th God. 46 
46Ibid., p. 319, Gerhard states that eff'icienter, finaliter et 
objectiveheaven is God himself';' f'ormaliter ac nrincipaliter, heaven 
is the celestial glory- and eternal lc.etitia of the electj finally, it 
taken subjective, heaven designates "illud nou, in quo beati DelDD 
- - II videbunt et. coelesti illa gloria ac laetitia perf'ruentur •.••• 
The~ of' the blessed con be call:ed a place only in a Beneral., .not in 
a strict sense; man cannot know whether it is created or not, corporeal 
or spiritual, in or out ot this world. 'Ibid., p. 291b, the "heaven" of 
eternal life is identified with. the "pla~in which the blessed souls 
await the · resurrecticn. 
1,7 
3. It seems ev1dent that a theologian's View of' the ultima.te 
destiny of the world must den ve f'ran his View ot the t . 
na: ure, cnarocter 
and purpose ot the world. As one turns to Gerhard• 8 theoloey ot 
creation, one observes that he poa~'Ulated a radical. dit:ference between 
man and the world. The human being was made in the image of Goel. Man 
is therefore immortal and incorruptible. He is destined to live 
eternally With ~• The lif'e in the bo~ and in the world is not the 
real life of man. Even if' he. had not fallen into sin, man would have 
been changed and translated into heaven, to live forever with God. The 
world, to the contrary, was made temporal, mortal and corruptible. 
Even if mon had not sinned, the world would have been d~stroyed, to 
give room to eternal lite. 47 The basic ontological difference between 
man and the world underlies Gerhard I s understanding of the purpose and 
function ot- the present world·. It exists exclusively to serve the 
pilgrimage of the homo via.tor, by proViding his bodily needs and calling 
him to the knowledge of God.. The world baa nc, independent meaning 
47Ibid., p. 1T9b: "mundus non erat a ~o hoc fine conditus, 
ut in ~um perduraret, sed ut completo eorum numero, quos Deus 
ab hominibus generari et consortes regni coelestis habere voluit, 
iterum annihilaretur, quia cessante animale omnium hominum Vita 
nullus ampliua :f'uturus erat lllllndi usus.-" The only difference is that 
the world would not have been destroyed in a conf".L&gration, but would 
have ended with a simple annihilation, and a new earth and new 
heavens would have been created in its place [ejus locoJ. Cf. p. 
139a: "mundU& coepit ease, per pr1mam scilicet creationem. Ergo 
etiam desinet esse, cum non sit ad imaginem Dei conditus nee 
d II supernaturali Dei Virtute in aetemum conservan us. . 
... 
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apart from the piJ.8ri.Jnase of math 48 There"'ore 
. "'' , the vorld hac no sufficient 
reason to exist af'ter the pilgrimage of man is CClllpleted, his body 
glorified, and his knowledge of God mo.de perfect by the rclationshi 
. p 
with G.od f'ace to face. One can conclude that Gerhard's theolo8Y' of 
creation, both his cosmology- and his anthropology-, detenn1ne the neglect 
or even the denial of the hope of' new heavens and a new earth. 
4. Going a step farther, one must sq that a man's theoloe;y of 
creation is first ·and foremost conditioned by his ~OSY'• (The 
existence of' the world goes back to the creative will of God.· Conse-
I 
quently, a man's interpretation of the vorld1s existence must have its 
roots in his conception of' God himself'. ) .And here one mB¥ raise the 
following question: Is Gerhard's conception of' God different tram 
that of Luther? The God of' Luther has joy and delight even in the 
''mortal and corruptible_" cre~tures of his .hand. The God of Gerhard 
apparently wants a "kingdom of' spirits" only. ~ creatures are com-· 
pletely dispensed with. The question, more specifically, is: To 
what extent did Gerhard's conception of' God as ens sunrem\D'll condition 
48Johann Gerhard, Loci Theolor3ici (Berolini: Sumtibus Gust. 
Schlawitz, 1864), It, 15-16. The treatment of' creation's purpose 
is extremely brief' and developed exclusively with quotations from 
the fathers~ P. 15b: "Hie el'60 ultimus finis creati'onis., ~ 
gloria •••• " But the g].oria Dei ·is entireJ.r referred to man •. 
P.- 16a: "Ultimus ille ac primarius finis creationis incluclit 
alterum istum secundarium, quod scilicet omnia propter usum et 
utilatatem hominum sint condita. 11 c:r. p. lo&.: "Etenim sicut 
factus homo propter Deum, ut Dea serviret; ita mundus f'actus 
pro!)ter hominem, ut homini serviret. Positus ergo homo in medio, 
ut et ei .serv:Lretur, et ipse serviret. • • • Totum e1"8\1D'l bonum 
ho.-ninis erat, et quod tactum est propter 1psum, et propter quod 
ipse f'actus est. 11 
his theol03Y ot creat1on?1~9 The 
prominent role piayed by such concepts 
· as immortality- and incorruptibility- sounds foreign to a Luthcrnn 
theolOBY" ot creation. One Illa¥ conclude that a further reason tor tJ,e 
neglect ot the hope ot new heavens and a new earth D'.ay be :round in 
Gerhard I s view o:f' God. 
5. Eternity- is in some v,q the "negation" ot the present world. 
It is marked by- the manifestation and presence ot God. Consequently, a 
theologian's view ot eternity- must have an intimate connection with his 
view ot the world and his conception .ot God. Gerhard could not conceive 
the possibility- o:f' a renovation ot the creatures~ because such renova-
tion did not fit into his conception o:f' eternity- as immortal., changeless 
and incorruptible. 
6. The present study did not env1·sage verifying. the inf'luence o:f' 
Jll1'&ticism on Gerhard's Views o:f' the ~osmos., o:f' God., and ot eternity-. 
But it does underline another factor., also called attention to by 
Althaus., that is., the impossibility- ot defining the world's end in tems 
o:f' change of' qualities and permanence of' substance.5° Gerhard was 
working within a philosophico-theological dis~unction., formulated as 
follows: Either the world will be reduced to nothing., or it will end 
by- a change of appearance. He attem~ed ~ mqke Scripture bear on the 
49werner Elert., Morpholtd.e des Luthertums (Milnchen: C. H. Beck'sche 
Verlagsbuchhandlung., c.1931)., I., 50: 110ott 1st bei ihmf,T. Ge~ardJ 
wieder wie bei den mittelalterlichen Scholastikem summum ens., actus 
purus." 
5<>paul Althaus., Die Letzten Dine; Lehrbuch der Escnatolo ... ie 
(Cll'tersloh: c. Bertelsmann., •cf. PP• 351.352. 
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the problem. In doina so, Gerhard did not ask the more 
radical question: 
Is the formulation of the question adeqU11te to the content and mescaae 
of Sc1:!)ture? Does Scripture. speak to the question thus formulated on 
the basis of philosophical categories of subs;tance and accidents?5l 
It seems that Gerhard did not see the possibility ot atf'irming "b-:>th the -
radical destruction of the world and the appearance ot new heavens and 
a new earth, making_ the continuity rest in the will and power of the 
Creator. Gerhard seems unable to maintain, in faith, the "contradiction" 
between a radical destruction and a radical recreation. 
With rego.rd to Johann Gerhard-1s views on Romans 8:19-22, one can 
BS¥ the following: 
l. As Franz Pieper corre~tly understood, the spearhead of' Gerhard's 
interpretation lies in the statement that the creature will become free, 
not from corruption, but merel.1' from: its bondage. 52 There are, however, 
at least three difficulties in the conclusion of' Gerhard. First, Gerhard 
5lF. A. Philippi, Kirchliche Gl.aubenslehre (G{ltersloh: C. 
Bertelsmann, 1879), VI, p. 147, concludes his examination of' the Biblical 
evidence with. the words: "Fassen wir zusammen, so scheint nach den 
bisher betrachteten Stellen ein non liquet auszusprechen, und ut in 
·aubiis libertns zu statuiren. Denn sowohl das "Vergehen" kann im - . 
relativen qualitativen, nicht 1m absoluten essentiellen sI'nrie, also von 
einem Vergehen k."l.ta poioteta, nicht aber kat' ousian genommen werden, 
&ls a\%:h umaekehrt die Bilder vom Veralten, Verwelken, Verbrennen, nach 
dem bekmmten omne simile claudicat, in Bezug auf' das Universum die 
voellige Auf'hebung desselben in Sinne der absoluten Vernichtung bedeuten 
koennen." 
52Franz Pieper, Christliche Dogmatik (st. Louis, Mo.~ Concordia 
Publishil)S House, 1920), III, 6io, n. 1642 • 
.. . . . . 
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does not take seriously t~e opposition between the declarations 
introduced by the prepoGitions !22. and&!• Paul states that the 
creature Will become free ~ the bondaee of corniption into the -
libert.y ot the children of God. Second., Get'hard does not consider 
the possibility of taking "corruption" aa genetivus eMxci:eticus to 
"bond II Th see• e expression douleia tes phthoro.s can then be rendered 
~ "the. bondOBe that consists in corruption.," Consequently., the 
creature could indeed becane tree from corruption.53 In the third 
place., the Apostle makes a word-play with eleutherotheseto.1 and 
eleutheria (the creature will becane ~ into the liberty). The 
repetition underlines that. the creature will becane tree in or With 
the liberation or the children o-r God. One cannot well conceive that 
Paul would call the annihilation a liberation., Without explaining more 
care1'1lly his thought. Therefore, one ~ take the liberation o-r 
the creature in the proper sense of' the word. Only 1n this 1183 can 
one coherently mo.intain with Paul that God subjected the creature,!!!. 
hone. Or else one must postulate w1 th Gerhard that a longing :f'or - . 54 
self-annihilation can properly be called hope. 
53wa1ter James Jhrtlint, "The Groaning o't Creation; An Exegetical 
Study ot Roman·s 8:18-22" (Unpublished Bachelor's Thesis, Concordia 
Seminary., St. Louis., 1948), pp. 74-80., takes both (douleia) 'tes Dhthoris 
an~ (eleutheria) tes doxcs as appositional genitives • . 
5~. A. ~ilippi., Kirchliche Gla.ubenslehre., VI., 147-148: 11Nur 
ueber Roem. 8, 19-21 vermag ich nicht mit Gerhard hinwegzukommen •••• 
in der Roemerstelle 1st nicht nur negativ von einer Sehnsucht der 
Creatur nach ~treiuna yonder douleia t~s ~hthor'!s die Rede., welche 
durch nnn1hilat1o ertuellt werden koennte, sondern auch positiv von 
der apokaredokia, mit •welcher sie ten apokalyosin ton grion tou theou 
al'_)ekdechcto.1, so Vie von ihrer Untenrertung unter die mataiotes eo' 
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2. In answering the arguments ~f' the renovationists, Gerhard 
f'reQ_uently- ascerts tho.t Scripture does not kn t . 
ov o a promise ot 
"redemption" and "reward" 1 B ven to the creature. Therefore, one must 
find a ditf'erent inte1'"Pretation ot Romans 8·ln_22 The t . 
• :r • ques ion rinses: 
What if' exoctly- this passage voices the promise? It Romans 8:19-22 docs 
postulate a hope which is valid tor all. . creatures as a whole and tor 
every creature as an individual, another question ariaes: What prevented 
Gerhard tram reading the passage proper~? Wu it perhaps his theolo-
s~cal and philosophical framework! 
3. It is hard to avoid ~he impression that the decisive reason 
behind Gerhard's understanding of' the creature's liberation in terms 
of radical and final annihilation is the philosophical and theological 
impossibility of having coroora mixta 1p etemal lite. 55 Gerhard 
el':'.>idi, und namentlich V. 211 dass sie bef'reit werden wird von der 
Knechtscha.f't der. nhthora zur eleuthcria tiis doxes ton tekn6n tou theou, 
welcher eleutheria tes doxes sie also au.ch selber teilhai'tig werden 
soil. Und darum findet nach V. 22 ein s:rsteno.zein und synodinein der 
Creatur mit den Kindem Gottes statt, welche gleichf'alls nach v. 24 
tei elnidi esl5thesan. Wird also der Creatur nicht nur Be:freiu."lg durch 
Vemichtu.na, sondem Be:f'reiung durch Verhcrrlichune; verheissen, so 
kann unseres Da.f'uerhaltens von keiner ab~oluten annihilatio derselben 
und von keiner neuen creatio ex nihilo die Rede sein, denn die neue 
verherrlichte Welt we.ere dann ein aanz anderes Sli> ject ala die alte 
vemichtete, der doch eben selbst die Herrllchkeit verheissen 1st." 
55AU6[ust] .Altha.us, Die Letzten Dinp.e (Verden: Steinhoef'er'sche 
Buchhandlung, 1858), p. 118: "so wenig das Seuf'zen der Creatur in 
eigentlichem SiMe zu nehmen sei, so wenig die Emeuel"Wl8 der Creatur, 
es muessten sonst auch--das 1st Gerhard's stetiger Gegengrund--die 




presupposes that bodieG composed of different elements are °b'J the so.-ne 
fnct corru!,Jtible. Therefore, they cannot exist in a "world" cha~terized 
by chancclescness, immortality and· incorni~ibility. Such an im'OOssi-
. -
bility makes necessal)' the "reinterpretation" of Romans 8:19-22. The 
liber:t;y of' the creature cannot be taken seriolisly. 
4. In consequence of his interpretation of Romans 8:19-22, Johann 
Gerhard can use the pa.ssaae only to describe the greatness and assurance 
of the caning glory of God's children. 
5. On the basis of'· the evidence examined, one can conclude that 
Paul Althaus is fundamentally right in maintaining that with Johann 
Gerhard a ''new" interpretation of Romo.ns 8:19-~2 finds its vey into 
Lutheran theology. Concomitantly, the hope ot a new world loses 
56 
consistency. 
56Heinrich Schmid The Doctrinal Theoloey of the Eva~elical 
Lutheran Ch\lrch (3rd edition., revised; Minneax,olis: A~sburg Publishi~ 




The present chapter aims at summarizing Luther's views on 
Romans 8:19-22 and at verifying whether Paul. Althaus is accurate 
in his characterization of Lut.her' s poai tion on the passage. T'ne 
. . l 
study is limited to the referenccs quoted and used by Althaus. An 
attempt was made to understand the references in their oriai,nal 
context. 
Most of the Luther statements are taken from his sermons. Con-
sequently, they- present a pictorial languaae and a practical pastoral 
concern. It 1118¥ be proper to recall also that Luther was very much 
aware of the difficulty and unique character of Romans 8:19-22. He 
states, for instance, that the Apostle's words have a strange sound, 
that one must work diligently on them, and that only thorough 
familiarity- with Scripture makes a person able to understand them 
correctJ.y.2 
1Paul Altha.us, "Das Reich ala neue Welt," Die Letzten Dinge; 
Lehrbuch der Eschatologie (5th rev!sed edition; Gfitersloh: C. 
Bertelsmann, 1949), pp. 340-356. Ct. Althaus, "Die Letzten Dinge," 
Die Theologie Martin Luthers ( [G-lltersloh.J : GUtersloher Verlagsilaus 
Gerd Mohn, c.1962), pp. 339.·354. 
2i.Jartin Luther, "Predigt am 4. Sontag nach Trinitatis.," 
[20 • . Juni 1535] Werke (Weimar: Hemann l38hlaus Nachfol.ger, 19J.0)., 
XLI, 301, 14-21: "Der heilige Paulus :tueret hie eine sonderliche 
rede :tur al.len andem A!)Ostlen, und lauten seine wort, so zum ersten 
her geaehen, gleich vuenderlich und seltzam, Daruemb wollen sie mit 
vleis gestudirt und mit eigener erfal"WIC erkennet werden. • • • Daruemb 
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On Ktisis 
As vill appear throughout the quotations, Luther consistently 
understood ktisis as referring to the "creatures, n animate and 
inanimate. He mentions specifically the yearnina and lonaing ot 
heavens and earth, sun and stars,. ai·r and water, plants and flowers, 
and animals ot several kinds. He did exclude man, however. P.e mD.in-
tained that the unbelievers do n~ long :ror the creature's liberation.3 
On the Creature's Bondage 
Throughout· the references e.xar.d.ned, there is no significant change 
in Luther's approach to the creature's bondage under vanity and corrup-
tion. 
The Creator made the· creature essentially' good. The creature 
becanes vain and evil onlf throuah the influence ot an extrinsic factor. 
ein Christ, der solche ertarung nicht hat, wird gar ein gerill8en 
geschmack oder geruch aus solchen worten Pauli haben, ja sie werden jm 
gar undeudsch [unverstaendlichJ sein." N. B.: Only the first re:rerence 
to a specific wrk of Luther gives full bibliographical in:f"o:n::ation. 
The second and subsequent references make use of the abbreviation~, 
which stands for "Weimar Edition," followed by the n\DJlber of the volume 
in Roman characters, and by the number of the l)&Ge and line( s) in 
Arabic numerals. The subdivisions of the volumes are given in low 
case Romn cha.racters (e. g. note 20, second reference). 
3i.sartin Luther, "Predigt am 4. Sonntag nach Trinitatis, nachmittags 
[6. Juli 1544),·11 Werke (Weimar: Hermann BBhlaus Nachfolger, 1913), XLIX, 
509, 31-33: ''wir Christen hot'fen mit ihr, sie mit uns, Aber die . gottlosen 
hot'fen ga.r nicht, das die Creatur sol ledig werden. • • • 11 • 
.. 
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!:!.!1-, who is created to find tul:fillment in God, seeks spiritu:ll. satis-
faction in the c~ature •. "Subjection to vanity" means subjection to the 
sinful jud(puent and f'ruition ot Dlml, which brinas about the perversion 
of the· creature's nature and purpose.4 
The creature wns ma.de for man's 8ooc1, but he uses it to harm 0hiir.aelf 
and others.5 The creature eXists to promote man's service and praise to 
God, but man uses the creature to serve the devil. 6 The creature exi.sts 
. . 
for man to glorify God in o.nd throUBh the same,7-but the ungodly' miause 
½.tn.rtin Luther, Diui Pauli a:r,ostoli ad ROlttanos E;,istole.. Werke 
(Weimar: Hemann BBbl.aus Na.cht'olacr, 1938), LVI, 373, 2-12: "Fit cr8o 
[Creatura] sine suo vitio et e.xtrinsece vana, ~, noxia etc. Sic 
scil., Quod opinione et erronea aestimatione seu amore et truitione · 
peruersa ab ho.'lli.ne reputatur ,-1.tius quam est in verito.te, dum h01i10, 
qui Dei capax: est et solo Deo saturari potcst, quoad mentem, spiritum, 
praesumit in rebus bane quietem ·et sut.ticientem habere. Huie ergo 
vani tati subiecto.. est creatura (i.e. peruerse f'ru1 tioni), Sicut tenum 
in seres bona et non vana est, Iumentis bonum, necessarium et vtile, 
Sed homini ad cibum es.t vanum et inutile, Et si in cibum hominis 
sumeretur, al.tius et dignius haberetur, quam est sua natura. Sic 
tacit omnis homo, qui ex Adam natus est et sine spiritu sancto· 
viuit." Biblical references include l Timothy 4:4 and Titus 1:15. 
~, XLIX, 27-34: "die Sonne 1st nit darumb geschaften, de.s du 
bey ihrem schein wolst huren, morden, stelen &c. Sondem du solt 
dabey erbeiten, gott loben. • • • Und du wilt ihres diensts dahin 
gebrauchen, das gott geschendet und den leuten schaden gethan werde., 
Damit machstu ihren dienst zu schanden. Denn sie 1st geordenet zu 
deines gottes lob und deiner noturff't und wolf'art, so brauchst dus 
gott zu schnnd., dir und ander zu.schaden." 
~IJ\
1 
XLIX, 509., 24-26: "der armen Creaturn und \Dl·ser dienst 
erlanfltdas cnde nit, do.rumb sie gescbaffen., Gott wirt nit., sondem 
dem Teuff'el dam1 t gedienet. • • • " · 
7wA, LVI., · 191 24-27: "[creaturaJ seruire cogitur impiis in . 
abusu et ingratitudine De:1,1 Cum sit creata, ut per eam et in illa . 
Deus glorificetur a sanctis." · 
.) 
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it in o. way that prevents God from hav:Lna his name sanctified, his 
kinadom exI'D.nded and his Vill done on earth as it is in heaven.a 
For the creature, such a situation is extremely "tnistrc.tina." 
The service rendered by the creature tails to attain its proper a1m.9 
Still worse, 1 t is misused tor purpoaes contrary to the good vll1 of 
Creator and creature. 
The frustration .increases by the f'act that the creature is denied 
the freedom o-r .choosina the objects ot its service. The creature wants 
to serve only the saints and angels ot God, such people as Peter and 
Paul, who would receive t~e creature's service with praise and thankG-
giVing.10 Instead, th;e creature must serve rascals of all sorts, men 
such as Judas, Pilate and Herod, who repay by persecuting the saints, 
~artin Luther, "Predigt am 4. Sonntag r.ach Tr1nite.t1s, nachmittags 
[20. Juni 1535) • Die ender predigt.," 'Werlce (Weimar: Hem.ann B8hlaus 
Nachfolger, 1910), XLI., 313, 20-21~: ".alle' creatur • • • 1st umd.llig 
dazu, das die Gottlosen jrer misbrauchen wider Gottes chr, das Gott 
nicht kan dazu komen, das sein Name geheiliget, sein Reich gemehret 
wuerde µnd sein wille geschehe autf erden wie im himel. 11 
S\1A, XLIX, 501, 3-4: 11 Die Creatur 1st lD'lterwortfen in einen . 
schwreri Dienst, unnuetzlich, verc;eblich. 11 Ct. WA, XLI, 310, 5-6: 
"es 1st ••• ein vergeben dienst, der an jnen [den Buben] nicht 
,angelegt 1st. 11 
1°t•TA, XLI, 310,. The gold, nob1e creature. of God, is used by' 
nrosti tutes. The sun must give 1 ts 11eht for murder and robbery. 
Ibid., P•· 311, 25-2'7: "und 1st doch [die Sonne) s~ ein feine, edle, 
reine crea.tur, da.s wol b1111ch were, das sie niemanQ solte· dienen 
dcnn allein Got't, seinen Engeln und den tromen Christen, die Gott 
.dafur danckten. • • • 11 
.. 
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cursine the GOGJiel, and blaaphemina the holy na1:1e 
0
~ God.11 
Accordina to Luther, then, the creature_'s subJcction to vanity 
and corruption means: (a) It is forced to submit to and serve the 
enemies of God; (b) it is not pennitted to serve good people only.12 
Luther' adds that the creature abhors the situation. If the 
creature had its way, it would stop serving, rather than suf'fer the 
misuse of its service.13 The creature aerves man only )>ecause it is 
the Creator's 'Will, who submitted the creature to bondage in hope.14 
By forcing the creo.ture to serve all kinds of people, even his own 
11'.rhe problem of the sun.typifies the problem of gold and silver, 
wine and beer, meat and fish, grain and butter, wool and all .other 
creatures. They r.rust serve "verzveifelten buben, die da:f'ur Gott 
lest.ern und schenden, sein heilig Euangelion verdamnen, seine 
Chr:isten e:rmorden, Dru~mb 1st Jr dienst gar verloren •••• " :!fil., . 
XLI, 310, 13-15. 
12Ibid., p. 310, 1-2: "Sie gehen nicht im rechten dienst, wie 
- II ~~ sie gern wolten. Also fil!•, p. ;,vu, 22-27. 
13t-TA, XLI, 307, 32-37: "wenn sie [die Sonne] ein vernuenfi'tic;e 
creaturwer, und solte· nach jrem willen gehen, nicht nach tmsers Herr 
Gottes schoe~f'f'ung, der sie on jren 'Willen der eitelkeit untervorf'f'en 
hat, so moechte sie leiden, dass al.le lose buben ein glentzlin [Strahl} 
von Jr kriegten, Das sie es aber nu thun mus, das 1st jr leiden und 
creutze, darueber sie suff'tzet und achzet." ~-, p. 308, 31-37: 
The earth would become barren, the sea and rivers dry out, rather than 
se1-ve the evil world. Sheep would prefer to grow thorns instead of' 
wool; cows, to produce venom instead of milk. 
14Ib:f.d., p. 310, 23-26: "Aber die edle creatur mus solchs 
leiden uiiib'""des, das 1st: Gottes villen, der sie hat der eitelkeit 
unterworf'f'en 011 jren 'Willen, doch auff hottnung, das der selbige jr 
dienst sol ein mnl. ein ende haben." 
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enemies, God shows himself a merciful. God and Father. .And so the 
creature submits.15 
On the Hope ot Liberation 
Luther's description of the creature's hope forms an antithesis 
to his description 01" the creature's ~ndnse. The creo.ture, he B&¥s, 
lonas for freedom from its compulsory subjection to the devil and his 
16 
evil world. At the same time, the creature waits for the opportunity-
to enter .a service which is adequate to its nature and purpose. In 
other words, ·the creature yeams for a new lite and order, 111 which it 
will have the freedom of servi~g exclusively- the angels and saints of 
GQd.17 
1~, XLIX, 506, 12-16: "Deus dicit: Sol, Terra, ~oelum, servi 
propter me, quia e30 sum miseric.ors pater ; • • qui etiam benef'acio 
impiis •••• 11 Ibid., p. 506, 19-21: 11Sed dat. pluviam, Solem bonis, 
mal.is. Da.s 1st e"i'ii"irundlose barmhertziGlteit Gotte~, et post etiam 
creatura. 11 c-r. also ~, XLI, 310, 22-33. 
1~, XLI, 316, 30-34: 11 [Die Creatur] harret, Worouff'? Autt die 
herrliche freyheit der kinder Gottes, das sie nicht allein von jrem 
dienst erloesct, ••• sondem auch .trey und viel schoener, denn sie 
.Jtzt 1st, sol werden und allein Gottes kindem fort an dienen, nicht 
mehr unter dem Teuf'tel aefangen sein, w:l.e sie jtzt gefangen 1st. 11 ~-, 
p. 312, especially lines 23-26: "die Bonn eins andern schmucks wartet, 
den sie haben sol sampt der erden und allen andem creatum, nemlich, 
das sie sereinigt sollen werden von allem misbrauch des Teuff'els und 
der welt." 
17Martin Luther, "Predi{rt am Taae Stephani [26. Dczember 1537), 11 
Werke (Weimar: Herman B8hlaus NRCht"olger, 1911), XLV, 353-354: 11Ideo 
Christus richt an, quod omnis Creatura sol uns frid lassen ••• et tota 
terra; creatura ,:u lac hen und w:1.lliglich zu · dienen • • • • 11 Cf. ~' 
XLIX, 509, 19-22:; "Ab ••• servitute Creaturo. libera erit, non serviet 
Diabolo et impiis', sed Deo ~t so.nctis eius et Angelis. • • • tantu:n 
serviet den freien, herrlichen Kindern Gottes. 11 
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Luther believes that tho creature's hope finds ~ial tulfillment 
already in the present lite and world As -p1 be • 
• v-v 8 come CnristinnG and 
daily abolish the old nature, th- learn to ..... ,.e t -~ M~- corroc use ~t the 
18 
creature• The coming of the Son ot God into the vorld is the bet;inning 
and promise of. a . perpetWll. peace between man and the creature.19 
Luther adds another series of considerations. Ho knows ot the 
creature· spoiled by mnn'a sin and misuse. The sun and the moon, the 
sto.rs and the clouds, the earth and the ·water, have all lost their 
original beauty and loveliness.20 Consequently, as the creatures are 
l8-~, LVI, 373, 23-26: "dicit • • • Quod Creatura Liberabitur 
scil. a vanitate, quando Impii damnati tuerint et sublati Vel vetus 
homo abolitus, Quae Libere.tio fit nunc quotidie in sanctis." Cf'. WA, 
XLV, 354, 21-22: "Hoc incipit in fide, et Deus opere beweist ••• --:11 
19:r.uther interprets the Gloria in excelsis of' the an~els as pro-. 
claimin3 a cosmic peace. WA, XLV, 354, 7-10: "Dues dedit quietam 
conscientimn, ut nulla creat\u-a ter1"1bilis, sed sol f'rid werden. Ego 
[sic 1 bund frid, mit den vogeln, mit himel und erden, all zu mal. lechen 
und guter dine. Et praecipue Christiani inter se po.cem." ·Ibid., p. 356, 
26-29: "Canimus err;o nunc cum ange1is deum habere suam gloriam et 
pacem habere cum omnibus creo.turis. • • • Aber inn jenem leben wirds 
viel besser und herrlicher &c." Ibid., p. 356, 19-23: "Da wirstu denn 
ein recht wol.Gef'allen haben an Gott, allen· Creaturen • • • • Dis wesen 
fehet nu an durch Christum im gla~n, nulla creatura amplius inimca et 
terribilis. • •• 11 
~rtin Luther, "Predigt am Tae;e Allerheiligen [l. Nqvember 1537), 11 
Werke (Weimr: Hermann B8hlaus Nnchf'olger, 19~), XLV, 231, 29-31: "al.le 
Creaturn sind der Eitelkeit unterworffen. • • • Bonn, Mond, Sterne, 
'Wolcken, Luffl, Erde, Wo.sser sind nicht mehr so rein, schoen und lieblich, 
wic sie sewesen sind. J\ber an jenem to.ae wird allen wieder new und schoen 
werden •••• 11• -Aloo ''Enarmtio Peal.mi XC. Sextus versus, 11 Werke 
(Weimar: Herman B8hle.us Nachfolger, 1930), XL, iii, !>• 531, 4-ll: "Unser · 
Herr Gott hat im [dem Himmel] ein sc.ck angezogen: Nubes niaras et cerulae. 
Mus im die Munichs ke.ppen ausziehen, mus gulden stuck et ·weisen sa.mmat; 
r1 II erit serenissimum. Das heist Coelum innutari, non pe re • • • • 
Comments on Pa 102:27. ~-, p. 531, 14-17, a similar im&ge is applied 
to the earth: it is not y-et dressed in its true ornament. 
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purified :from the conoequences of sin and 
renewed, they Will be J:Jany 
times more 'beo.utitul and Glorious than thrav 21 -., are now• T'ne earth will 
be prettier and merrier than po.radise. 22 · T'ne sun vill be Gcven ti:nes 
brighter. Even trees and grasses will displ.'11¥ a nev beauty- and 
clory.23 
For Luther, then, the creature awaits not only- redemption f'ro1:1 
bondage, not only restoration to proper service, but also purification 
and renewaJ..24 
On the Revealing o:r the Sons ot God 
The relationship bet·ween the creature I s hope and the revelation 
of the sons ot God receives a peculiar interpretation. 
There are sons ot God on earth, 68.Y,S Luther. But their existence 
is known o~ly to faith throuah the Word.25 The lite ot God's children 
~, XLI, 312, il.-13:' "der heilig Apostel S. Paul [aibt] klar 
zuverstchcn, das die ge.ntze creatur noch vi.el schoener und herrlicher 
sol werden, denn sie jtzt 1st •••• 11 ~-:, p. 314, ll-13: 11Diese 
Hotfnung [aur Herrlichkeit, I John 3:21 ••• haben wir ·und die gantze 
creatur mit uns, welche auch umb unsert willen autt das schoenest 
gereiniget und vernewert werden • • • • 11 
~1A1 XLV, 233, 18-19: "Das wird ein weiter, schoener Himel u.--id 
lustigeErde sein, vi.el schoener und lustiger, denn das Paradiss gewesen 
1st. II • . 
2~·1A, XLIX, 509. -
24wA, XLI; 309, 20-22: 11 [Der Erde] verlaneet ••• sampt allen 
creaturn nacb jhenem tag~, das sie moege sampt jnen geendert und 
vernewert werden." 
2~•1A, XLIX, 504, 32-34: "Ich hore es u.--id gleub es auch [da.ss wir 
Kinder Gottes seien1, alle Creatur horens, Ich sehe es aber nit, ta-00e 
und f'ule es nit •••• 11 1 John 3:2. Cf. ibid., P• 514, 37-38: "e; 
geschicht alles noch verd.eckt unnd verhullet1:iii glauben. 11 
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1s hidden in .Christ. It will appear on}¥ With his coming.26 
The sons 
or God are redeemed o.ccording to the soul, but tr.eir bodies still. are 
subject to death and ev11.27 
The creatures watch God bear1ns sons into eternal lif'e, as the:, 
see people receiving Baptism, learning the Gospel and becomins children 
of' God in Spirit and faith.28 At the same time, the creatures 'Witness 
the. world treating the sons of God as. if· they were children. of the 
devil himself'.
29 
Therefore the creatures send to heaven a unison cry: 
''Lord, will there be no end to the m1aery2 will the glory of the 
children of' God finally appear21130 .· 
In short, Luther· sees creatures and believers united in the 
eschatoloaical pr~er: ''Lord, let your kingdom come: 1131 The reason 
f'or the prayer is that only with the Lord's coming the .masquerade of 
the p~sent life will have its end. The ~rd will unmask the children 
of the devil and reveal God's sons. As the elect inherit both: heaven 
and earth, the ungodly are cast out and forever deprived of the service 
2~ XLI, 312-313- Mark 16:16; John 1:12; Colossians 3:3-4. 
27!!, XLIX, 510, 6-11. 
28:l:bid., P• 504, 10-13■ -29wA, XLI, 315-316·: "dis leben auff' erden 1st ein lauter fasnacht 
spiel, da man jnn der larven leuf'fet und einen tur ein andem ansihet. 
• • • Dis f'asnacht spiel mus man gehen lassen bis an Jhenen tag, da vird 
denn den Gottlosen die larven abgezogen werden, das sie sich nicht mehr 
f'ur heilige leute werden koennen ausgeben." 
,30:rbid., P• 309, 31-33• -
31Ibid., p. 317. 
\ 
) 
and enjoyment of the creatures. 32 
Then finally the creature will 
receive its freedom to serve God and his child ren only. The peace 
promised by- the prophets and proclaimea by the angels at the 
Incarnation of the Son., becomes full reality. Fears and uneasiness 
vanish. The relationship ot creature and man is perfect., rewardinB 
and joyous.33 
A Matter of Faith 
Luther does not ignore objections to the Apostle's words. As 
it looks at the creature., human rea.sai believes that the creature's 
present condition is the best possible. Human wisdom cannot understand 
or believe that the creature abhors its present condition., is suffering 
as a woman with child and longing for a better lite. ~ "spiritual 
and apostolical. eyes" have an insight into the creature' a real 
32Ibid • ., p. 315, 5-17: Commenting on 2 Peter 3:10-13, Luther 
says thatthe devil will be cast out fran. the earth; "das eitel heilige 
leute jnn nimel und erden sein., die e.lles jnn voller freude besitzen 
werden. Solches meinet s. Peter ••• S. Paul aber setzet hinzu., 
das ••• auch die gantze creatur ,mrte drauff • 11 ~-, p. 3].6., 10-14: 
"[Die Creatur] wrtet auff die off'en'barun8 der kinder Gottes, da der 
·Teutfel sampt alien Gottlosen jnn die belle gestossen sol werden 
und jnn evigkeit weder Sonne noch Mond nimmermehr sehen, keins 
troepfflin wassers geniessen, nicht ein lue:f'tlin brauchen, sondern 
mus aller creatur in ewigkeit beraubt sein." Cf. !ffi, XLIX, 509, 
34-37-
33t.,A, LXV; 353., 33: "Cum deus habet gloriam, tota creatura fit 
amica. '~Luke 2:14; Isaiah 11:6-9; Hosea 2:18. 
't • • 
situo.tion.34 
Luther points out the radical ditfere hi h nee w c extsts bet-.reen the 
speculations of philosophy and the Apostle's intuition. Philosophers 
consider the essence and qual.i ties of thi?1Gs. The Apostle makes use 
of a theological. concept--the ex'!)ectat1on of the c~ature. Since the 
Apostle opened the new dimension, good philosophy of' nature must 
describe the creature as waiting, sighina and having labour pains; 
that is, abhorring what is nov, and desiring the things to come.35 
The fact is that, even it the creature does not speak as man does, there 
l! communication between the creature and. God,. through a 1.anguaae which 
the Spirit 'UJ?derstands.36 
The Use of the Passage 
Luther's use of Romans 8:19-22 is conditioned not only by his 
interpretation, but also by his understanding ot the passage's context 
and scopus. 
31;.,A, XLI, 317, 28-35: "Da sage m:l.r. nu, ver kuendte der creatur 
solchs ansehen, das sie jnn kinds noeten solte liegenT Kein wmunffl 
noch menschliche weisheit •• ~ kan solchs gedencken odder glauben, 
Nein, sact sie, die Sonn 1st so ein schone, liebliche troestliche 
creatur, das sie nicht kondte schoner noch lieblicher sein, Also auch 
was feilet dem Monde, den stemen, der erden etc., ists nicht alles 
fein und zierlicb geschaftenT" Cf. ~-, p. 318, l. Also ]2, XLIX, 
505, 2-9. . . . 
35~'1A, LVI, 371, 28-32: "Igitur optim:I. philosophi, optimi 
rerum speculatores fueritis, Si ex Apostolo didiceritis Creaturam 
intueri expectantem, gementem, parturientem 1. e. f'astidientem id, 
quod est, et cupientem id, quod f'utura nondum est." 
-i ~, XLI, 307, line 39 to p. 308, line 3. 
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Paul makes clear, SCJ¥a Luther, that through faith in ChriQt we 
acquire the confidence ot trusting God au our Father. The Holy Spirit 
gives us the boldness. ot calling God "our beloved Father in heaven." 
It follows that we are indeed children of God and, it children, also 
heirs. Paul also underlines that whoever wants to become an heir with 
Christ, must also become a martyr With him (ei.n mitmerterer und mit-
leider). Christ came to glory throush suffering. His brothers must 
:follow the same path. 37. 
Luther maintains that the intention of Paul is to comfort t .he 
Christians in the sufferinas inherent in their present lite and condi-
tion. Paul shows (a) that the present sufferings are not worth 
comparir16 vi.th the glory to come and (b) that the creatures, as one 
person, suffer together with the be1ievers and hope with them for :the 
revealing of God's hidden glory-. 
38 
In keeping with such understanding, Luther uses the passage for 
the consolation and the admonition of the saints. He derives consola-
tion from the solidarity of the creatures with th~ believers, and 
admonition from the example of the creatures in their submission to 
bondnse. 
The creature and the Christian, writes Luther, partake of the same 
cross and hope. Together they- suffer oppression by Satan and the vorl~. 
Together they hope to becane free from bondage and changed into a 
37Ibid., pp. 301-302. -
3EL . . 6 
-ibid., p. 303, 35-38; P• 3ll, 11-1 • -
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better sto.te~39 The Christian therefi ,__ 
1 ~re, ,au.s a double assurance: 
(a) He never is alone in his su:tteri""'" (b) hi h . 
•-u, . s ope is snared by all 
creatures. Instead of despairing at the intensity- of his su:tterinas, 
the Christian ouaht to direct his eyes to the· glory so eaeerl,Y desired 
by all creatures and endure, tor the sake of gl.ocy, all the present 
hardships, for the~ "indeed are nothing c.ompared to the 8reatness of 
the caning c].ory. 4o , 
The creature shrinks &W9" from bondase· and nevertheless submits 
to the gracious will of the go~ Creator. It serves all men without 
distinction and patiently · endures the misuse of its good service. The 
Christian must learn the· lesson and h'WJlble himself' under the will of 
God, suf'tering with patience, endurance and hope the injustice of' 
the world. 41 · 
39Ibid., P• 308,; 19-24: "Dis Exempel der creatur zeucht S. Paul 
hie an ~trost der Christen, Als volte er sagen: Seid nicht so 
trawrig uber ewem leid~n ••• Al.le creatur leidet mit .euch und schreiet 
drueber, das sie der argen welt unterwortfen mus sein • • • • " Cf'. 
]2, XLIX, 503, 5-16. 
4<\rA, XLI, 311, 4-9: "Also thut jr jm auch, spricht Sanct Paul, 
lieben Christen, und denckt, gleich vie sich die creatur mit euch am 
Juengsten tag frewen wird, so trawrets jtzt mit ·euch, Daruemb seid jrs 
allein nicht, die da leiden muessen, Sondem die gc.ntze creatur leidet 
mit euch und wartet auch auff ewre erloesuna, welche so herrlich und 
so groo scin wil'd, das ewer loiden nicht werd 1st, do.s mans dacc3en sol 
rechen. 11 Ct •. _!!!, XLIX, 510, 14-17: "Sic sollen wir unser hertz richten 
in al18111 vitam, .leiden, wo.s uns widerteret, ut Creatura pro:gter Deum. 
Adest apes, quam habemus C'Wll creatura, ut liberetur a servitute et nos 
von unsers Leiba jamer, den vir noch an uns haben. ~ 
41wA, XLI, 3(Yf, 10-13: "Dis 1st der ander trost, da er uns die 
go.ntze creatur furbildet zum Exempel und verme.net uns, das vir aucii vie 
sie gedueltig leiden sollen alle gewalt und unrecht, so uns vom Teuffel 
und der welt widderteret, und uns troesten der kuenf'f'tigen erloesung. 11 
~-, p. 315, 26-31, Luther uses the sun as an example ot submission 
to the Will ot God. 
f 
\_ 
Luther also sees in Romans 8:19-22 a waminc to evil mo.n. The 
creature longs f'o1· redemption. Its yearning shows clearly tho.t it 
Will not f'orever suf'f'er the abuses of' man. There Will be an end to 
it. The creature's temporary serv:Lce gives ma.n the opportunity- f'or 
converoion and betterment. At'ter that cmoos jud3mcnt, which no.ture 
sicnifies b:y- sporadically deny-ing its service, through the action 
of droushts, floods and other calamities.42 
Finall:y- Luther uses. the creature's longing to encourage the 
Qelievers. Seeing how the creature yearns for the new order, the 
believers must join in and pr~ With all creatures: ''Lord, let your 
kingdan come. Hasten With the great day of liberation? 1143 
The consolation of the Gospel is the dominant note in Luther's 
use of' Romans 8:19-22. And the consolation--let it be said again--
rests on the solidarity between creature ~d.man. 
Specific Problems , 
Certain questions regarding Luther• a view of Romans 8:19-22 must 
now receive specif'ic treatment. The first such question is: Did 
43t-rA, XLI, 318, 7-ll: "sollen die, so an Christum gleuben, 
sicher und gewis werden der ewigen herrlie;keit und sampt aller creatur 
suef'f'tzen und schreien, das unser Herr Gott eilen wolle, den seligen 
tag herzu zebringen, da solche hoff'nW'lg ertuellet sol werden, Denn 
eben daruemb hat er uns auch beten heissen im Vater unser: 'Dein 
Reich kome. • 11 Cf. WA, XLV, 233, 28-33, where Luther employs the 
expression •widerbrineync und Ernewrunq der Creatur. 
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Luther believe that the world Will 0.,., •••• _.. . •-J wuyergo a change ot its 
appearance or did he believe that the world ._-411 be d t 
• .,_ ea royed in its 
ve-r:, substance? 
Luther• s answer to the problem is not as. •precise as one would 
like• The presentation, :therefore, tollowa a chronological rather 
than'logical order. 
In his commentary on Romans, Luther relates the creature• s 
liberation to the passing away- o:t the heavens and the earth. He . 
mentions the possibility of a permanence ot substance and change of 
qualities but refuses to 'IJOrk with these categories. Be proceeds 
to state his interpretation ot the "passing away. 11 It is that 
heavens and earth will no more be corruptibl.e; they will be glorious. 44 
In a sermon on Luke 21:32-33, Luther ridicules people who 
attempt to understand the vord of' Christ on the basis of' Aristotelian 
categories. Instead of formulating his answer on the same basis, 
Luther develops an analoSY" between the resurrection of' the body' and 
the renovation of· the world. Be states that the corpse of the believer 
is changed in its ve-r:, essence and again created essenti~ the 
same. In a similar way the heavens and the earth will be dissolved 
44wA, LVI, 80., 10-20. Luther relates "~t ipsa creatura liberabitur" 
to "coeium et terra transibmlt11 (Matthew 24:35). "Hoc est, quod dicitur. 
'Coelum et t~ram transitura.,' non secundum substantiam, Sed secundum 
cor:rµptibilitatem. Quod quomodo intelligant., viderint philosophi. F.go 
intelligo non secundum substantiam (non quod amplius non sint), Sed 
quod amplius non corruptibilia sint, Sed gloriosa. Hoc enim indicat 
verbum 'transibunt 1 1. e. mutabuntur." Biblical references include 
2 Peter _3:13; Isaiah 65:17; Psalm 101:27-28. 
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by fire and o.eain recreated in 81.orious ta.ahion. The implication is 
that the end of the world consists in a dis::olution ot substance, not 
in a change of qWll.ities only.45 
In his commentary on the second epistle. of .Peter and the ei)istle 
of Jude, Luther describes the end of ihe world 1n tenns that imply 
radical destruction. · In ,one moment, he says, everything will be afire . 
and reduced to dust and ashes. Curious~ enough he adds that au 
things must be "changed" by fire. He also states that there Will be 
new heavens and a new earth, but that we do not know how God will 
4~Jartin Luther, "Evangelium am andern sonta8 ym Advent. Luce. 
II ( ""'1.! • 21., ~-Yerke Weimar: Hemann ,D(Jhlaus Nachf'oJ.aer, 1925), X, 1, 11, 
P• 116, line 10 top. ll7, line 1: "es haben auch ettlich sich 
bemuehet, wie eymel und erden vorgehen solle~, nemen den blinden 
heyden Aristot. zu hulf'f, der muss y-hn Christus wort auslcgen, und 
sagen, das hymel unnd erden nicht nach dem wessen, ssondern nach 
der cestalt vergehen werden, wissen viel was sie sagen. Wenn sie 
es alsso vorstunden, das hymel und erden werden ettws seyn [&liquid 
semper futural, sso were es wl recht, abber lass die blin~en faren, 
du solt wissen, das gleych wie unssere leychnam auch nach dem wessen 
vorwa.ndelt werden [1.Cor 15:51-52], und doch eben dieselbigen 
widderµmb auch nach dem websen gemacht werden, alsso wirt hymel und erden 
am iungsten tas mit alien elementen und was allenthalben 1st, durchs fewr 
zuschmeltzt und zupulvert werden, sampt aller menschen corper, das 
nichts denn eyttel f'evr allenthalben seyn wirt, unnd alsbald draU&.""f' 
al.lea widdenunb new auf'fs aller schonest geschaften, das msser 
corper hell leuchten werden vie die ssonne, und die ssonne sieben 
mal heller, denn sie itzt 1st •••• " P. 117, 13-16: 11Darumb 
1st diss vcr5ehen nicht alleyn nach de~ 6estalt, ssondern auch nach 
dem wessen, es scy denn, das du nit wlltist das vorwesoet beyssen, 
das zu pulver wirt, biss man es nit finden noch sehen kan, wie die 
vorbranntten corper tzu asschen und tzu nicht werden." 
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establish them.46 
An apparently strange statement appears in the Disnutatio de 
Iusti :f'icatione. Ba~ill6 his argument on the analogy between the resur-
rection of nan and· the renovation of the world, Luther affirms that 
God will use the creature as ''matt;er11 for ita future and glorious 
form, just aa the present man is used as "mo.tter" for the future :f'onn 
of his life• In the same document Lut~r maintains that the universal 
conflagration Will purify the worl.d and our bodies. As -we are reduced 
to dust, original sin ~ll definitely-~ extinguished.47 
The references studied do not give an entirely satisfactory' 
answer to the question posed. They- show that Luther re:f'used to hrnish 
an answer on the basis .of Aristotelian.categories of substance and 
accident. Luther attempted a strictly theological treatmnt of the 
4~lartin Luther, "Die ander Ei>istel Sanct Petri und eine S. 
Judas gepredist und ausgelegt, 11 Werke (Weimar: Hermann B8hlau, 1895), 
XIV, 69, 23-26: "Also 1w-enn der iungstag herbricht und hereyn p]..e.tzt., 
Wird es ynn eynem augenplick eyttel teur seyn, was ym hyir.el und erden 
1st., zu pulver und aschen werden, und mus durchs teur JU.le ding 
verendert. werden • • • • 11 Ibid., p. 72, 3--6: 11Quomodo id [se 
f'acturum novos celos 1 riet, 7ioc isnoramus • • • • Hie potest se 
bekhumem qui velit., an electi sint tuturi in celo an in terra, quam 
textus ita clingt." 
47Mal-tin Luther., 11Disputatio ••• de iustificatione," l-Terke 
(Weimar: Hermann :e6hlaus Nachfolger., 1926), XXXIX, 1, p. rrr, 3-6: 
"Quare homo huius vitae est pura mater:l.a Dei ad tuturae f'ormae suae 
vitam. Sicut et tota creatura, nunc subiecta vanitati, materia Deo 
est ad gloriosam tuturam suam forman." ~-, p. 95; 16-21: "Nos 
autem hie dicimus., quod peccatum originale, quamquam est remissum 
imputative, et ita submovetur, ut non imputetur, tamen non tollitur 
substantialiter aut realiter, nisi in conf'lagratione ignis, quo 
onmino puraantur totus mundus et corpora nostra in novissimo die. 
Cum sumus in pulverem redacti, t'Ulll demum et pecco.ta penitus 
extinguentur." 
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subject, to uphold both the radical destruction ot the present vorld 
· and the promise ot new heavens and a new e~rth. All he does Se:J 
about the new vorld in the references studied is that the new vorld 
in some way or another Will ·be the same as the ·present vorld. The 
question ot the "how" remains open, in order that :f'o.ith may have 
room.48 
Luther's understanding ot l Corinthians 15:28 is the second 
p:r:oblem to be treated. For one thing, Paul Althaus maint.ains that 
the interpretation of the passage changes trom Luther to Gernard. 
For another, Luther's discussion ot the passage gives him the 
opportunity- of speakillG about the function ot the creatures in 
eternal life, a question that has strong implications tor the inter-
pretation of Romans 8:19-22. 
Luther understands the statement "God will be everything. to eveJ:Y' 
one" in the sense that 1n God himseit the blessed saints will have, 
immediately- and c0111pl.etel.y, all they- now have mediately and partially 
in individual creatures. The saints will have complete satiste.cti'on 
in the contemplation of God. And since God does not come alone, but 
With his gi:f'ts and blessinas, he will satisfy the desires of eveJ:Y' 
4Br.rhe writer applies to the end of the world the answer of' 
Luther to the· problem ot the intennediary state of the soul between 
death and resurrection. WA, X, 1, 11, pp. ll 7-ll8: "Wenn wy-r 
wissten, Wie die seelen behallten wrden, so were der glawbe aus, 
aber nu wy-r faren, und nitt visse wohynn, \.Y8gens auf'f gott und yn 
seyne hende, bestehet der glawbe yn seyner w1.rae." 
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heart• Conoequently, the creatures become di:.pen3able inosmuch as 
they are meana tor the satisfaction of tbe needs ot man. 
At the some time, Luther me.into.ins that God himself finds pleasure 
and joy in the contem!.i).ation of' the creatures The same beli L • , eves uther, 
vill happen to man. He Will admire the beauty of' the new hea.vens and 
the new earth, and he will love and praise God on account of' them.50 
11..an vill ha"e jc,,J and pleasure in the creatures. He will play With the 
sun, the earth, the animals, and the plants. •And this also according 
to. the body. 5l 
4~1::!.rtin Luther 11Predi.l}t am 24. Sonntag nach 'lrinite.tis, nachmittags 
[lo. November 1532], r, Wer'!ce (Weimar: Henne.nn Bohlaus Nachf'ol3er, 1909), 
XJOCVI, 593, 22-31: "als denn (spricht er) vi.rd Gott sein alles jnn allen 
[l Corinthians 15:28], das 1st: Ein jgl.icher v.f.rd an Gott selbs alles 
haben, was er itzt an allen dingen hat ·• ••• 11 P. 594, 15-18: "Summa: 
was wir itzt be°'J allen Creatum hin und her einzelen und stuecklicht 
:crussen nemen, wie wol es auch von jm her kompt und aegeben wird, datur 
werden v.f.r on mittel jn allein haben, on allen mangel und autf"noeren. 11 
P. 599, 24-27: '~-loran dein hertz vird lust und f'reud suchen, das sol 
reichlich da sein, Denn es heisst: Gott sol selbs alles jnn ·&l.len sein, 
Wo aber Gott 1st, da muessen alle gueter mit sein, ·so man jmer wundschen 
kan. 11 
50Thid., p. 596, 17-25: "er lebt jnn jn und durch s!ch selbs, 
Warumb solt ers denn nicht auch jnn uns tmm, das wir alles allein jnn 
und durch jn selbs haben konden? • • • Und vie er, wenn er die Creatur 
ansihet., sein lust, treude und gef'e.llen dran hat, Also werden al:Ch w:ir 
dcr Creatur nicht mehr beduerffen, denn d&s wir treude dara."l haben e.ls 
an eineJ:1 scba-:-, essen., wenn wir die schonen Del.ten himel. und erden e..-isehen 
werden und Gott do.rinn loben md lieben, Aber an jm selbs werden wir 
alle notduri'tt und gnuege haben. 11 
5¾.nrtin Luther, 11Predigt am 2. Sonntag nu.ch Epiphanias [19. 
Je.nuar 1533]," Werke (Weimar: Hermann B8hlaus Nachfolger, 1909)., XXXVI, 
660, 25.:.28: 11Darna.ch aber1 wen.-i er [der Leib] also aeistlich jnn Gotte 
lebet [1 Corinthians 15:28], wird er nuch, eraus gehen., jr.n himel und 
erden, mit sonn und mond und allen andem Creaturn s~ielen und auch seine 
f'reud und lust de.ran haben • • • • " Cf'. WA, XLV, 356, lo-19: "~ndo 
voles, venient u.d te o."DlliS generis ani.ml!lii., arbores, herbac., flum.na, 
term, et omnes creu.turae lonce erunt eleaa."ltiores quem nunc, '\.-erden lust, 
lieb, f'reuden haben und mit dir lachen, et tu e contra cum illis, etia.-n 
secundum corpus. 11 
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It the question is rai d h se . v ether the saintG will live on th~ 
co.rth or in heaven, Luther answers tho.t both he d 
avcn o.n enrth will 
be a new paradise, a place ot God's continued and i;:erpetua.l pre-
sence. The saints will be in his presence. That is, everyvhere.52 
It appears clearly' :that Luther by no means excludes the 
creatures from eternR.l. lite. T"ney perfonn not only' an "esthetic" 
function, as they serve tor the enjoyment of' God and man.· They-
exist also tor "doxol:ogicaJ." purposes: their presence and beauty 
1 ·11 II s an excuse tor man to praise the wisdom and power and eoodness 
ot the Crea.tor and Renewer of all thin~. 
Critical Cormnents 
As shown above, Luther believed in the need ot Christian experience 
and serious study tor an adequate understanains of Romans 8:19-22.53 
He himself did not lack the qualifications. He lived the lite of an out-
cast. He was consto.ntl.Y, faced vi th persecution. Consequently', he found 
52wA, XIV, 72, 26-30: "Hie mag man sich bekummem, ob die 
seligenym himmel oder autf' der erden sciroieben werden, Der text klingt 
hie [2 Peter 3:13], das man auft erden wonen werde, also das gantz 
hymel und erde eyn nev paradis seyn wird darynne Gott wane, denn 
Gott wonet nicht alleyne ym hymel, sondern an allen orten, daruemb 
werden die auserwelten auch seyn wo er 1st." Ct. WA, XLV, 232, lS-25: 
"Es Wird nicht ein jrdisch, zeitlich Leben sein, Soendem ein H:l.Jr.elisch, 
ewig Leben, Nicht das wir 1m Himel el.lein sein werden, Soendem werden 
sein, wo Wir woellen, 1m Himel, auf'f' Erden, oben und unten, und wo 
Wir wollen. Denn werden wir uns nicht mehr schleppen mit diesem 
schweren Leibe • • • • 11 
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deep consolation in the words of Paui.54 One can conclude that the 
suffering and liberation of the creature tn.-.ether ._~th 
~ ""' man constituted . 
an important dimension of the Reformer's faith anci teaching. 
The evidence examined shows that Paul Althaus is subEtantialJ.y 
correct in his description of ~he views of Luther on Romans 8:19-22 
and related matters: 
First, Luther .did retuGe to describe the world's end in terms 
of a preservation of substance and chan3e of qualities. But tor 
the sake .of truth one musts~ also that he was ready to make concessions. 
Obscure as they sound, they nevertheless are concessions.5~ 
Second, Luther did ground the "identi ty•i -of the present with the 
future world in tr.e creative will and power of' Goel. He does not attempt 
to describe the "how" ot the creative act.-
T'nird, Luther did base the hope of the creature's renovation on 
the solidarity that, .according to his understanding of Romans 8:19-22, 
exists between creature and man, both in suffering and glory. And 
"renovation" here means not only freedom fran the bondage of evil, not 
only liberty to serve only the sons of God, but also positive 
"glorification. 1156 
51Ji.uther ,has references to Ranans 8:19-22 in places where ~ne vould 
not expect them. The most striking examples are the sermon on .?salm 
eight (WA XLV 229-233) and the sermon on the Gloria. in e.xcelsis 
( 
, _, , 
~, XLV, 351-356)~ 
· 55suT>ra, pp. 68 and 69, nn. "- and Jt-5. 
56:Further evide~ce in. Werner Elert, Morpholo~:le des Lutherturr.s 
(Mllnchen: c. H. Beck'sche· Verlagsbuchhandlung, c.1931), I, 447-456. 
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Finally,. Luther did believe that eternal life includes the 
presence of' c1-eatures and the extstence ot a '\rorld. 11 
be explained .. by his view of' the glorified body ot man, 
His :position can 
by his View of 
the creature's no.ture and purpose, and first and foremost by hia con-
ception of Ood. 57 
There is one important point which Paul Althaus f'a.iled to rr.ention 
in Die Letzten Dinr;e but which appears in Die Theol·or.te Y.a.rtin Luthe rs. 58 
Luther related Romans 8:19-22 to the f'if'teenth chapter of' the first 
epistle to the Corinthians and based the creature's renovation on the 
resurrection of' Christ. Through his resurrection, Christ become Lord 
of' all thinas., including death and hell. Dea.th has a cosmic character. 
Consequently., Christ will. "bring w1 th himself'" not only the members of' 
his body., the believers., but also the entire creation. In short., Luther 
57wi\1 XXXVI., 660, 21-26: "er heisst nicht darumb ein gei~tlicher 
leib, das er nicht leiblich leben noch f"leisch und blut haben solt., 
sonst kunde er nicht ein warhaf:f'tiger leib heissen, Nu aber heisst er 
ein geistlicher leib., also das er sein leben sol haben und doch nicht 
mehr ein essender, schlaf'fender., dewender leib sein wird., sondem 
geistlich von Gott r,espeiset \D'ld erhalten werden \D'ld das leben gar &."l 
jm he.ben." Cf'. p. 662, 10-16. Alsop. 660., ll-13: "Erit tacies., 
oculi, nasus, bauch, bein, arm., die werdens sein, ·sed spiritUDJ.ia 1. e. 
non wird so v:Lehisch zu chen, ut hie essen., trinken, dauen. Das vi.rd durt 
auf'fhoren." According top. 595., lines 7-9 and 26-27, the dif'f'erence 
of' sexes remains. On the conception of' God cf'. su0ra., n. 50. Cf'. 
also the ch. on Erdverbundenheit in Werner Elert~orpholor,ie des 
Lutherturns., I., 393-466. 
58Althaus·., Die TheolO(sie Mnrtin Luthers, p. 353: "Christi 
Autenreckmig verbue1-gt nicht allein unsere, der Christen, leibliche 
AufenrecJ.ams., sondem auch die Erloes\.mg und Vollendung "eJ.ler 
Kroaturen mit uns" nach Roem 8;21." The Luther reference is ~., 
XXXVII., 68., 37. 
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understood that the slorification of' our bodies ft~d the 
.... , renovation 
or the world rest to~ether on the lordship of the Risen Chriat.59 
In the same context Luther reaffirms his conviction tho.t t·e . n 
eschatological realities of resurrection and reneval are already-
presen~ here and now by f'aith. Through Holy Baptism, he says, the 
believer resurrects with Christ. He receives "s.piritual n and eternal 
life• The soul of the believer, according to the new dimension thus 
received, rJ.reody lives with the risen Christ in heaven. 6o The 
statement has two. implications. First, the soul is the "better part" 
59)fartin Luther, "Von Jesu Christo eine Predigt zu Hofe zu 
TorBau cepredigt. Die Dritte Prediat, auff den Ostertag," Werke 
(Weimar: Herma:m B8hlaus Nachfolger, 1910), XXXVII, 68, 2&,;39: · 
''·1eil nu Christus, das Heubt der Christenheit, durch welchen sie 
l~bt und al.lea hat und so gros ist., das er himel und erden :tuellet, 
aus dem e;rabe erstanden 1st und da durch ein mechti3er herr worden 
aller dinge, auch des tods und der heJ.le • • • So muessen auch 
wir als seine c;elieder durch seine auf:f'erstehung troffen und ange-
rurt werden und eben des teilhaft'tig verden, das £r da mit aus 
gericht hat, als umb unsem willen geschehen, Und vie er durch sein 
a.uf'ferstehen alles hat mit sich genomen, das beide, himel und erden, 
Sonn und Mond mus newe werden, so wii-d er auch uns mit sich tueren, 
Wie Sanct Paulus jnn der ersten z,m Thessalonichern am vierden 
[4:14] und zun Roemem am achten [8:11] sest, Das der selbige Gott, 
der Christum von todten auf'ferweckt hat, vird auch unsere sterbliche 
leiber lebendig mchen und mit uns e.lle creaturn, die jtzt der 
eitelkeit unterworf:f'en sind und sich engstlich sehnen nach unser 
herrlickeit, auch von dem vergenglichen wesen frey und herrlich 
werden sollen • • • • 11 
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Ibid., p. 691 5-ll: ''wir sind durch die Tauffe im glauben 
schon geistlich auf:f'erstan~en, das ist: nach dem beaten stuck an 
uns, Und also nicht allein leiblich das aller best daran geschehen, 
das unser Heubt aus dem grab gen himel gefo.ren, sondem auch nach 
dem geistlichen wesen unser seele jr teil hinweg hat und mit Christo 
im hirnel 1st ••• und allein noch die huelsen und schalen odder 
scherben hie nidden bleiben, aber umb des heubtstucks willen auch 
hinach f'aren muessen •••• 11 
't 
Tr 
of man. Since the better part has alree.dy risen to eternal lite, 
t . "l rt II I 'l,.,vl,. ne esser pa , 111!.n G ~, must necessarily follow ai'ter the 
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soul and also beco:ne renewed. Second, Luther explicitly o.tr1rms 
tbat death cannot destroy- the spiritual "nucleus" ot the soul. It 
11 II 11 • fo ows that such nucleus is continuous with the new aae. In 
other words, accord.in« to Luther there is "continuity" between the 
present and the future world not only in the creative will and power 
62 of God, but also in the spiritually reborn souls of the 'believers. 
61Ib:td., !>• 68, line 39 to p. 69, line 3: "Also das wir sc.hon 
mehr denndie helf:f'te unser aufferstehung haben, weil da.s lieubt und 
hertz bereit droben 1st und noch umb de.s geringste zuthun 1st, das nur 
der leib unter die erden bescho1·:ren werde, auf' dass er auch moge 
vernewet werden, Denn wo da.s heubt bleibet, da mus der leib auch 
hinach, wie wir sehen an allen thieren, wenn sie zu diesem leben 
geboren werden." 















It one considers the findings of the present study fl"om a 
historical standpaint, the following picture arises: 
Luther understood that Romans .8:19-22 affirms the solidarity 
of the creatu-re· With believing man, both in suffering and in hQpe 
for liberation. He found comfort f~r the Christian in this 
solidarity. He believed furthermore that the passage affirms the 
future liberation of the creature. As soon as the sons of God become 
manifest, the cre~ture Will become tree from its compulsory service 
to the impious and will serve freely and exclusively' the blessed 
saints I the holy' angels, and the Creator himself. Luther believed 
finally that the freedom of the creature involves not only' the 
elimination of the consequences of sin, but also positi~ renewal and 
"alorification." 
~rhard maintained that the creature suffers from the misuse of 
its service by the ungodly and longs for freedom. However, in striking 
contrast to Luther, he considered illegitimate the use of Romans 8:19-22 
to postulate a renewal of the creature. He restricted the use of the 
passage to the"affirmation that the creature will become free. He 
araued that the passage does not state .!!.2! the liberation will occur. 
Gerhard himself was inclined to Sa'f that the creature will become f'ree 
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!)Osition: the tea.chine ot Scrt..+ure on a di ... , 
vu ra cc;L,I, end to the vorld 
and the impossibility- ot haVinn corruptible bci"ws 
o ""Q in chanceleGs · 
eternity-. 
Lutheran theologians Qt the nineteenth century, like AU3Ust 
Althaus and Theodor 10.ief'oth, recovered the ortainal Lutheran inter-
pretation of' Ro.-rans 8:19-22. They used the passaae to postulate an 
intimate connection 'betveen man and the vorld. They- dertved three 
inferences from the connection. First, the subjection ot the vorld 
to vanity- and corruption issues trom a diVine action of judgment 
upon the sin of' man. Second, the justice of' God demands the restor-
ation of'~ world. Third,. the taithtulness of God requires that 
the world obtain the state ot fulfilment ortginally intended by- God.· 
Paul Althaua elaborated on the position of' these nineteenth 
century theologians and also recovered the teaching of' Luther. He 
used Romans 8:19-22 to establish his fundo.mental prin~iple of the 
intimate connection between the destiny of' th~ world and the destiny 
of man. The connection im~ies three statements. First, the present 
"shape" of' the world is "accidental"; the world is subjected to "death 
and nothingness only because it is the ·11p1ace" of' man's decision 
against or for the ~dom of God. Second, the ultimate :redem:gtion 
of man from death and ambiguity implies the "rebirth" or renewal of' 
the present wol'ld. Third·, the lite of man 1n a. glorified body rc~ires 
a "glorified" world. 
The changes in the interpretation of Romans 8:19-22 did not happen 
as isolated phenomena in the incliVidual theologies. Rather they were 
Bo 
accompanied by- sir;nif'icant changes in matters hi "' . 
w c~ are closely 
relnted to the teaching of the PQSS06e. Some of' the more significant 
of these changes are the following: 
l. The hope of' a new world. 
Luther believed that God Will create new heavens and a new earth. 
It wao his conviction that the blessed saints will spend eternal lite · 
in a l-!Orld and enJoy with God the aJ.orified beauty of' the renewed 
creatures. 
With Gerhard the hope of' a new world virt~ disappeared. He 
conceived "new heavens" and "new earth" as nothing but verbal symbols 
to denote the bleosed life ~r the saints in the presence of' God. He 
defined the "place" of blesGedness as 1::2!!, "somewhere." 
Altha.us reacted f18ainst the teaching ot Lutheran orthod~. He 
went so f'ar as to sey that the hope ot a new "-'Orld must ~place the 
belief' in a worldless heaven. According to his understanding, the 
confession of a new world is implicit in the confession or a resurrected · 
body. He conceived the new world as reality ·completely open to· the 
penetration of the spirit and as the fulf'ill.ment of the promises implied 
in the tasks of the present life. 
2. The reason for an end to the world. 
Luther maintained that the world will be destroyed because it is 
spoiled bf the •sin of man. He believed that the final conflagration 
will destroy original sin with all its consequences. 
Gerhard affirmed that the world would have suffered annihilation 
even if' man had not sinned. God created man to live with him in heaven. 
' 
The vorld, however, was mo.de essentiall.v peris"nahle. 
,, Tho orieinal 
intention of God was to destroy- the world and ... l 
~rans ate mankind into 
eternal lite, as soon as the number of the elect ,-1as completed. 
Althaus affirmed that the world must· end, not because it is a 
creature, but' because its present "shape" prevents the ful.1 manitco-
tation of God's glory. The present vorld is pe~ated by sin and, 
as such, opposed ·to the kinsdom of God. The world in its present 
shape must disappear and make room tor a new reality, completely-
trans parent to the glory of God. 
3. The cho.ro.cter of the end of the world. 
Luther affirmed that the world Will be transformed and renewed. 
Such an affirmation, however, did not prevent him from saying that 
the world will undergo radical destruction and be restored to its 
original beina. 
Gerhard believed that the world will be reduced to n·othing. 
After the consUJr.mation, nothing but the glorified saints, the 
heavenly spirits., and God himself will remain. 
Auguot Althaus., following the Luther~ dogmaticians of the 
sixteenth century., affirmed that the world will undergo a change in 
its accidental qualities., which will leave unimpaired the substance 
of the world. 
Paul Althrlus doubted and denied the possibility of defining the 
·world 'a ·end as a mere change of. qualities. According to his under-· 
standina the final destruction must be conceived in tenns more radical 








postul.ated a certain continuity. between the present and the future 
world. He underlined, however, that it is a theolor:1cnl continuity of. 
promise and ful:f'illment., based exclusively on the creative Will of 
God. 
4. The view of creation. 
According to Luther., God takes delight and enJoyment '1n the work:J 
of' his hands. Consequently., one can say that in his view the creature 
does not exist for the sake of man alone. 
Gerhard., on the other hand., limited the meaning and purP?se of 
the creature to the life and history of man. It is true that he 
o.ssigned t~ the creature the in1:mar.r function of serving the glory of 
God.· But even 1n its primary function the creature ultimately serves 
~n. It is man who beholds the glory- of God thro'U8h the creature.1 
Althaus reaffirmed that first of all the creature exists for t'he 
sake of God., as an expression of his power and wisdom. He argUed 
that there are dimensions to the universe which human eyes will never 
1Paul Althaus., D:le Christliche m•.hrheit; Lehrbuch d'3r Dor,r:-.e.tik 
(2nd revised edition; Glltersloh: C. l3ertelsmann., 1949)., II., 63-64: 
"Die al.tlutherische und altref'ormierte Orthodoxie f'inden das letzte 
oder hoechste Ziel der Schoepf'ung in der E'nre Gottes • • • • Diese 
Ziel-Bestimmung ist nicht im gewoehnlichen Sinne anthropozentrisch 
zu ne.nnen. Denn die Ehre, der Preis des Schoepfers greif't ueber die 
Bedeutung der Welt f'uer den Menschen ueber. Aber in anderem Sinne 
bleibt doch auch der Gedanke der Orthodoxie &."lthropozentrisch: der 
Preis Gottes lml·seiner Schoepf'ung willen geschieht in ersterLinie 
durch die Menschen. Entscheidend ist also ueberall., das de;r Kosmos 
sich 1m menschlichen Bew.sstsein s~iegelt. Von einem moeglichen 
Eiaen-Sinn des Kosmos., abgesehen von dem., was er dem Geiste des 





see.2 Consequently., the univerae cannot exist for the sake of' man 
·only. 
5. The view of' God. 
Luther believed that God intends to have a world of creatures 
in the eternal realm. On the contrary., Gerhard affirmed that God 
desires nothing but the presence ot hurnan beings and heavenly spirits. 
Althaus emphe.sized that even in eternitr God wants sensible beauty 
and abundance.3 
6. The conception of' the resurrected body. 
For Luther and Althaus the resurrected bod1 is so "ree.111 that 
it impliea or demands the existence of' a world. August /\lthaus 
believed that the glorified man actually needs a world as a field end 
object of his activity. Gerhard., however., dispensed with a new world. 
The existence of' these develoIJ!lellts in the interpretation of' 
Romans 8:19-22 and rele.ted matters leads to the following c.onclusions: 
The passage has the peculiar virtue of' drawing together the 
doctrines of' creation, rede]11ption., and eschatology-. For this reason., 
it is virtua~ impossible for a theo1ogian to interpret the passage 
without having his entire theological "system" involved in the 
2Paul Althaus., Die Letzten Di e· Lehrbuch der Eschatolor;ie 
(5th revised eciition; G tersloh: c. Bertelsmann., 19 9., p. 34. . . 
~ul Althaus., Die Christltche· Wahrheit., II., 52-53. Al.the.us 
recovers the teaching of Luther on the im.i!.Bnence oi' God to the 
creature. God is conceived as immediately present to the world. 
Here one could have another aspect in which the difference between 
Luther and Gerhard appears. 
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interpretation. It follows that the ctudy of a theolocio.n•s inte-r-
preta.tion of Romans 8:19-22 raises questions recarding his enti:e 
theolOGY• 
Lutheran theologie.ns have voiced two basic objections to the idea 
of a renovation of the creature. The firat is tho.t tr.e existence and 
purpose of the creature is limited to the present life and world. 
The second is that the biblical tee.china of a radical destruction of 
the world prevents a renovation of the creature. 'l"ae r,osition o'f 
both Luther and Althaus ·provides. an answer to these objections. The 
creature exists not on~ for the sake of man, but also tor the sake of 
God. Consequently, the creature has reason to exist even a:f'ter the 
earthly pilgrimace of man. Furthermore, the e.ttirr...!.tion of a renewnl. 
of the creature need not imp~ a denial of the world's radical destruc-
tion. The "continuity" of the creature throllgh the final con~ro.tion 
ultimately rests not on ontological identity of substance but on the 
:f'aithtulness of the Creator." God .. destro3.rs the creature. God returns .. 
the crea.ture to itG individual and essential being. Once these tYO 
objections are dismisGed, there is no reason to deny the renova~ion 
of the creature and the hope of a new world. 
A\J8\1St Altha.us, Theodor IO.iefoth and Paul. Altha.us have used 
Romans 8:19-22 to pc>.stulate the existence of an intimate connection 
between mo.n and the world. They draw different implications fro:n this 
connection. Aucust Althaus, for instance, infers the existence of en 
ontological continuity between the present and the future vorld. Paul 
Althaus, however, denies the possibility of such an inference. In 
I! 
1 
SJ'itc of the diverc;enccs, the three theolo3ie.nG concur in d::.·a..,,in
3 
th:-ce 
conclusions. They are. the follow:L~: The creature will actual.l.y 
become free fran bondage; the creo.ture 'Will actual.J.:, exr,erience ren~,1aJ.; 
the new c1:ntion will in some ~ be "the Sat".-J" o.s the present one. 
Luther derived similar conclusions from his. understandil'J6 of the 
solidarity between the creature and the believers. The aareement of 
these theolocia.ns su~cests that Romans 8:19-22 is not ho,!)elessl.y 
obscure. 
The intimate connec.tion betveen divercin:J interpretations ot 
Romans 8:19-22 ~ ditf'erina views of' creation points to the fundamental 
necessity or approachina and considerinc the pass113e in the licht of a 
New Testament theolOSY" of creation. Such a theoloQ" must f'ace up to 
the tollowina pl"Oblems, omona others: 
a. Why did God will and produce a world ot cree.tures'l Did he 
make creatures tor the sake of' man alone or did he give them n-.eaning 
and purpose apart f'ran the life and history- of manld.ncU Is God a 
Godot being or a Godot nothilll:nessY 
b. What does it mean that all creatures were made in or through 
Christ'l4 
c. What implications are there tor the creature in the view that 
Christ is the second Adam? The first Adam was intended by God to be 
4Ibid., p. 65: "Die Welt 1st nicht von einen nndercn Gott 
6escho.ffen als dem, der uns erloest. • • • Der Erloeser und der 
Schoepfer sind einer und derselbe. Das heisat: wir werden nicht aus 
der Welt erloest, sondern !!!!:!:, ihr. • • • Im Schoep:t\mgsa].auben 1st 
••• die Solidaritaet, die bruederliche Haltung des Menschen zu 
ruler Kreatur begruendet." 
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the crown of creation but he brc>u£:ht diazra.ce ur,on the creatures. 
The second Adam is the head of a new hwnanity-. Will he rcs1t>re the 
damoce caused by tho first Adam and bring about a ;renevaJ. of all 
things along With the rebirth of hummiity-15 
d, The risen Christ is Lord of all things, even ot death and 
corru~ion. Death and corruption, however, are predicated not only' 
ot D"a.n, but also ot the creature.' Does thia mean that the renovation 
ot the creature is given and assured in the resurrection and lordship 
. . 
of Christ 7· Does this mean that the creature will actually become 
free tram corruption understood in a metaphy'Gical senset6 
e. The Nicene Creed confesses the Holy Spirit as Lord and Giver 
ot Lif'e. Life, however, is an.attribute not only ot man, but also ot 
5Peter Brunner, ''Gott, daa Nichts und die Kreatur; Eine doama,tische 
Enro.esung zum christlichen Schoepf\mssalau'ben, II Keryp.l'!".a ~"tld nor;rna, VI 
(1960), 191: "Jesus Cnristus 1st der z,reite, der er.dzeitliche Mam. 
Damit hat die Kreatur eine neue, 1hr Geachick bestimr.iende Mitte. Im 
Umkrets des zweiten, endzeit1ichen Adam breitet aich ueber die Kreat:ur 
v.l.eder etwas von dem Frieden des Paradieses aus. • • • Vor allm 
aber cewinnt in Christo der gerechtf'erti.gte und wiedergeborene Mensch 
jene kosmische Schluesselstellung des Eraterscnatf'enen wieder ·l 
zurueck. • • • Damit oef'fnet aich auch tuer die vom Gericht Gottes 
getroff'ene aussermenschliche Kreatur der Ausblick aut ihre Baf'reiung 
von dem Leerlauf', von der Hinf'aelligkeit, von der Preisgabe an die 
Macht des Nichtigen. 11 
6
The anSl"Etr of' Peter Brunner is positi~. Ibid., p. 193: "In 
• • • der Endvollend'UI16 wird auch die der Kree.turvon ihrem Ursprung 
her anhaf'tende Inklimtion zum Nichtigen hin endgueltig aus ihr 
ausgeschlossen•werden. 'Und das Meer iat nicht mehr', heisst es 
bede\ltungsvoll in der Endvision des Sebers (Apok. 21,1). Wo de.s 
Meer nicht mehr 1st, hat der Durchaang des Geschoepfes durch des 
Urchaos hindurch seine Macht verloren. Die BEidl".Ohung durcb das 
Chaotische 1st im Ende selbst als ~IDe61ichkeit ausgescblossen, sie 
1st ein tuer allemal. definitiv ueberwunden." 
.. 
the creature. Tile ti ' ques on arises, Wh2.t is the relo.tionship of the 
Holy' Spirit as lord and 8iver of life with the beine of the ci-eaturo'l 
t • A~ soon as mo.n is bom again, he enters into a new relation-
ship not only- With God, not on3:Y" with his fellow mn, but also With 
the creature• He no more tears and trusts. the creature instead of' 
God. He does not misuse the service of' the creeture to ·harm others 
and himself. He accepts the cre~ture with prayer and tho.nk3aiv1ng. 
He respects the creature as a gift of God. He uses the creature to 
the original purpose of glorifyina God. .The q'l:estion is, Will . 
etemal life improve the new relation, or will eterna1 lite destroy 
the relationship altoaether by eliminating the .creature? In what 
does eternal life consist? Is etemal lite in radical opposition 
to what is now, or ,does it disclose and intensify what faith alree.dy' 
has and does, althOlJ8h in hiddenness'l7 In short, the creature must be 
seen not only' f'ran the point of view of' creation, not only' f'rom the 
point of redemption, but also tran the point of' view of eschatology. 
The creature must bs viewed not only' in the light of' what 1 t was and 
7Reg1n Prenter, Schoeoi"ung und Erloesung; Dog:n:1:t,.?t (G8ttin:;en: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1960), p. 5'1-0: "Das ewit;e Leben ala Zukun1't 
1st de.sselbe Yie das ewige Leben als Gegem-12.rt. [John 17:3] Der 
Unterschied zwischen dem ew18en Leben als Gesenwart und dem ewicen 
Leben ala Zukun:t't 1st nicht sein Inhalt, sondem nur, dass ea als 
'Gesenwart• mit Christus in Gott auf' der Wanderung zu."':l Tode verborgen 
1st (Kol. 3,3h verbol"6en 1m Zeichen des Wortes md Sa.'ltrm-..entes, 
einzic Geaenstand des Glaubens, va.ehrend es in der Zukuntt. der 
Vollend'Wl8 sichtbar sein und 1m Schauen besessen Yird. 11 
• , 
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is., but also in the li~ht ot what it will be. 8 An csehatoloBical. 
View ot creation is necessary to undcrsta."'ld Ron-.ans 8:19-22. 
Several nspects ot Romans 8:19-22 did not receive due treQtment 
in the present study. 'h:o ot them must receive special attontion. 
Luther., Gerba.rd and Altha.us interpreted :(tis:f.G as reterrin,,. to ... 
the subhuman creature. Althaus., however., suascated.tha.t also the 
u.,belicvers long unWittingly tor the :menitesta.tion ot the sons of 
God as they yearn tor· a better order of thinss. Im~ortar.t c.t this 
point is the fact that Hilciebrecht Hommel arrived at a sin-.ilar con-
clusion. In an essey- on Romans 8:19-22. he attempted to f'ind cut how 
the readers of Paul understood ktis~s.9 Based on the evidence tumished 
°h'J literature of the first centurJ, he concluded that the readers z:lUSt 
have understood kt:f.sis as referring to the whole creation, but 
especially to the liv.l.ns creature and above all to man. Consequently., 
Ifommel maintains that the action of lor.ging tor 11 beration must be 
attributed also to unbelievina man., not only to the irrational. 
8Pau1 Althaus., Die Christliche Wahrheit, II., 50: "die Ar.rechtuna 
des Schoepi"unGsclaubens t~irdl &anz uecenr.l.,den erst durcn die letzten 
DinC;c. So koennte man sagen: der Schoep:f'unzsglo.u~ he.er.gt e.nd der 
11 Eschatoloeie." Cf'. Peter Brunner., "Gott das Nichts u.-id die K..-..ea.tur., 
p. 193: "Das Protol~ische und da.s Escha.tologische verhalten sich 
zueintL.."lder wie Verheissung und Erf'uel.lung., Yie Verheiasunr, und 
Ziel •••• Die eschatologische Hoffn.uns aut den neuen H:ll:m:el und 
die neue Erde 1st .• • • die Bcwehruna des Glaubens an Gott den 
Schoepfer. 11 
9Hildebrecht Hommel., "Das Harren der !Cree.tur," Schoeofe!" \t."ld 
Erho.lter; Studien zum Problem ChriGtentum und A."lt:l1tc (Berlin: 
Lettner Verlog., 1956)., pp. 7-23. It is gresup;posed that Paul's 
readers were predominantly heathen proselytes. 
10 
creatul"e. The -r,roblem With Guch .. n 1 t ... n crr,reta.tion ic: liow ..:ill 
the unbelievers become free from "corruntion.," "" th · .. .. .. " .110r • e purpo .. c~ of 
the present study, it suffices to underl1ne that even in the r.ooition 
of H011D11~l the subhuman creatut"e is not excluded trom the action of 
lo?l6ina and the attainment of liberty. 
A second aspect which deserves f\lrt;her study is what rney be 
called the "litur5icnl" or "doxolo3ical" function of the creature. 
Recin Prenter has called attention to the fact that Christian worship 
ia complete only with the participation of the creature. Flowers 
:from field and garden are on the same altar with the body and blood 
of' our Lord. The expression of praise and thankssi vins throut;'h the 
f'orms of' art points to the final and !)erfect hannony between Jr.an e.nd 
the universe in eternal lite.11 Peter Brunner ha.a underlined that 
the mysterious cosmic languaae of the creature will be. trans:f'or.:ied 
into a doxoloaY in etemal life. The creature will Join the liturGY 
of the ecciesia triumnhans.12 
lOibid .• 1 p. 20: ''wir duerf'en • • • ktistc • • • so deuten1 
dass zwir'Tn weiteren Sinrie die ganze Schoepfung vorschve"trt., das 
aber doch das All8e· des Betrachters aanz s:pezifisch auf' der 'lebend:!.gen' 
ktisis1 naemlich aµf' Tier und Mensch nurt., unci dass bier wieder.:.-:i der 
Mensch unaus3esproc9en imMittelpunkt steht." Cf'. p. 21: "Dass in 
Roemer 8 unter der ktisis in der Tat die 'ausserchristliche' 
Menschheit in allererster Linie verstanden warden sein muss., sollte 
• • • kl.ar sein. " . 
11Prenter1 p. 543. In art man and creation meet each other in 
a temporar,y relationship of friendship. 
12Peter Brunner, "Gott, das Nichts und die Kreo.tur," pp-. 192-193: 
"Anecsichts der eschatol<>{;ischen Erloesun5stat Gottes 1d.rd d:is Seutzen 
der Kreatur verwondelt zum toenenden Lob!)reis. Der Lobpreis des 
Schoepters1 den die aussermenschliche Kreatur von der_Erschaf'f'ung her 
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The vision of John QnswerG the doubts vhich Romnns 8:19-22 
my h:'lvc lc:rt: 
Then I J.oo:ted, and I beard around the throne and the 
livinc creatureG and the elderG the voice or many 
angels, numberina J'I\Y'rieds of ll\'/rieds and thousnnda of 
thousands, seyinG with a loud voice, "Worthy is the 
Lamb who was slain, to receive !)(nrer and wealth a."ld · 
wisdom e.nd miBht and honor and gl.Ol'."/ and blcssina!" 
And I heard every -creature in heaven and on earth and 
under the earth and in the sea. and all therein si:1ving 
" . ' - ' To him who sits upon the throne and to the Lamb be 
blessing and honor and glory and might for ever ·and 
ever!"l3 
nur mit dem ihr eitlllestifteten Wesensgesetz darbriDBt, wird 1r.l 
Ende aller Dince selbst endzeitlich venra.ndelt zur toenenden Stimr"..e. 11 
[Quotes Revelation 5:11-13] ''Die geheimnisvolle kosmische Sprache 
der K..-..eatur, die Psalm 19 andeutete, wird in der Endvollenduna 
encesichts des vollzogenen Mysteriums der Erloesung entbunden zum 
doxologischen Bymnus, der sich als toenende Stimme respon~orisch 
einfue{;t in die ewig~ Liturgie der ecclesia triumphans. Diese 
responsorisch-liturgische Eintuee;ung de~ ausse:rmenschlichen K...-eatur 
in die Doxologie der ecclesia trilDllplmns 1st das unausloesch11cne 
eschatol()6ische Siegel tuer die unzcrstoerbare Gemeinschaf't, die 
durch Gottes Schoepfer- und Heilswillen ~.d.schen kreatuerlicher 
Person und auasormenschlicher !Creature gestif'tet 1st." 
13aevelation 5 :11-13. RSV• 
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